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ABSTRACT 
 
 
In order to meet the energy needs of a growing world in a sustainable manner, new high 
efficiency, carbon-neutral fuels and chemical feedstocks are required. An emerging 
approach that shows promise for high efficiency production of renewable fuels and 
chemicals is the use of purified enzymes combined in one pot to catalyze complex 
conversions—synthetic pathway biotransformations (SyPaB). An exemplary technology 
in this burgeoning field is the production of hydrogen from biomass sugars. 
Lignocellulosic biomass, which includes agricultural residues, energy crops, and 
industrial waste streams, is an ideal substrate for SyPaB conversion, as it is abundant and 
cheap—second only to untaxed coal on a $/energy content basis. But the structure of 
biomass is highly recalcitrant, making high-yield biological conversion difficult to 
achieve. In order to increase susceptibility to enzymatic digestion, thermochemical 
pretreatments are applied, with the goals of removing of lignin, the simplest example 
being soaking in aqueous ammonia (SAA); hemicellulose removal, most often using 
dilute acid (DA); and increasing cellulose accessibility by cellulose solvent-based 
pretreatments, such as cellulose solvent- and organic solvent-based lignocellulose 
fractionation (COSLIF). In a comparison of the lignin removal (SAA) and accessibility 
increase (COSLIF) approaches, we found that certain levels of lignin removal (~15%) 
were important, but further lignin removal was less effective at achieving digestibility 
gains than increasing cellulose accessibility. Pretreated biomass forms an excellent 
substrate for SyPaB hydrogen generation, due to low cost and high sugar content. 
Following experiments demonstrating the high yield conversion of sucrose to hydrogen 
(97%) and SyPaB generation of hydrogen at a rate commensurate with the best biological 
rates achieved, 157 mmol/L/h. SyPaB was combined with enzymatic hydrolysis to enable 
the direct conversion of cellulosic biomass, including untreated, DA, and COSLIF corn 
stover. In addition, an updated kinetic model of the system was used to rationally increase 
the maximum hydrogen production rate by 70% while minimizing total enzyme loading 
and without increasing substrate concentration. Together, these results demonstrate the 
high level of engineering control in cell-free systems, which can enable conversion of a 
variety of substrates to hydrogen at the highest possible yield and rates as high as any 
biohydrogen production method.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Hydrogen is a critical component of future energy systems. The many benefits of using this 

fuel include elimination of tailpipe pollution, unparalleled energy conversion efficiency, and 

drastic reduction—potentially elimination—of fossil fuel usage for both stationary and mobile 

applications. In the US, replacement of the light-duty transportation fleet with renewably-

powered alternative vehicles would reduce petroleum consumption by 50%, and decrease carbon 

emissions by as much as 17% (Chapin et al. 2013); the potential impact is even broader when 

considering the potential replacement of stationary power generation and commodity chemical 

production (Zhang 2010).  

In addition to the pressing need to mitigate the climate change impacts of greenhouse gas 

emissions, a parallel driver exists for the development of renewable energy: the age of easily 

accessible petroleum is drawing to a close. Already inelasticity in the oil supply is apparent 

based on the price swings seen in recent years, suggesting peak conventional production has 

been reached (Murray and King 2012). As this wanes, unconventional petroleum sources will be 

increasingly tapped (ExxonMobil 2013), resulting in significantly increased environmental 

impacts and higher prices. Currently about half of US oil is imported, resulting in energy security 

problems and contributing $300 billion to the U.S. trade deficit (Chapin et al. 2013). 

Projections suggest that the technical barriers to hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs) are 

surmountable, indeed even more so than battery electric vehicles (Chapin et al. 2013). Key 

challenges remain largely those identified in the visionary 2004 National Research Council 

(NRC) report, “The hydrogen economy: opportunities, costs, barriers and R&D needs”: (i) cost-

effective, safe, durable and environmentally desirable fuel cell and hydrogen storage systems, (ii) 

hydrogen infrastructure, (iii) reduced costs of renewable hydrogen production, and (iv) carbon 
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capture and sequestration (CCS) for hydrogen produced from coal . Coal is the currently 

cheapest energy source on a $/energy content basis, but when CCS is included, another resource 

becomes cheapest: lignocellulosic biomass (Lynd et al. 2008). 

In addition to being cheap, biomass resources—which include crop residues, dedicated 

bioenergy crops grown on marginal land, timber industry waste, and some industrial waste 

streams—are plentiful enough to make a significant impact if converted to biofuels. A 2005 

report on the technical feasibility of a billion-ton annual biomass supply estimated that enough 

biomass could be sustainably produced to replace more than a third of the current U.S. 

transportation fuel demand, with only modest land-use change (Perlack et al. 2005), and 

subsequent studies have largely upheld this claim (DOE 2011; NAS-NAE-NRC 2009; NRC 

2011).  

Cost-effective biofuel production from cellulosic materials is mainly limited by the challenge 

of cost-effectively releasing sugars from recalcitrant lignocellulose (Zhang 2008). Biomass is 

composed of primarily three components: cellulose, a biopolymer of anhydroglucopyranose, 

which is joined by β-1,4-glycosidic bonds (Lynd et al. 2008; Zhang and Lynd 2004), 

hemicellulose, a heterogeneous branched polymer of hexoses and pentoses (Saha 2002); and 

lignin, a complex aromatic polymer composed of phenylpropane units containing hydroxyl and 

carbonyl substitutions (Kosikova et al. 2006).  

Three steps are required to obtain these fuels and chemicals from biomass: thermochemical 

pretreatment, which generates more reactive biomass; enzymatic hydrolysis, which produces 

fermentable sugars; and microbial fermentation. A primary aim of many pretreatments is the 

removal of lignin to increase digestibility, the simplest example being soaking in aqueous 

ammonia (SAA). Alternative approaches include hemicellulose removal, often by treatment at 
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high temperature with dilute sulfuric acid (DA), and increasing cellulose accessibility, which is 

achieved using cellulose solvent-based pretreatments, such as ionic liquids or cellulose solvent- 

and organic solvent-based lignocellulose fractionation (COSLIF). In enzymatic hydrolysis, 

cellulase and hemicellulose catalyze the hydrolysis of linkages among pentose and hexose sugars 

(Lynd et al. 2002). These biomass sugars are then converted to various fuels or chemicals by 

microbial fermentation. A 33% displacement of transportation fuels by this route as envisioned 

in the billion-ton report would be a tremendous accomplishment, but the energy-intensive steps 

required in the production of cellulosic ethanol suggest that more efficient systems could achieve 

an even greater impact with the same biomass resource.  

One class of biotransformations that has the potential to out-perform many microbial 

conversions is the production of biocommodities by non-natural cascades of recombinant 

thermoenzymes, the synthetic pathway biotransformation (SyPaB). Especially promising is the 

conversion of biomass sugars to hydrogen. This reaction is exergonic but endothermic, 

effectively upgrading heat into chemical energy. Due to this feature, a very high energy 

conversion efficiency is possible—greater than other current biofuels being pursued (Huang and 

Zhang 2011; Zhang 2011). Additionally, in common with other SyPaB reactions, because this 

conversion is catalyzed by engineered thermoenzymes, the kg of product produced per kg of 

catalyst consumed—weight-based total turnover number, TTNW—is orders of magnitude higher 

than in microbial fermentation, enabling higher yields than are possible with the latter approach. 

Since enzymatic systems react at ambient temperatures and are highly scalable (Zhang 2009), 

SyPaB hydrogen generation could potentially be conducted on board a fuel cell vehicle. In this 

case, solid sugar substrate would become a hydrogen carrier compound, solving the NRC 

hydrogen economy challenges (i) and (ii) (storage and infrastructure). Economical production is 
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also possible. Studies have argued that ultimately a production cost as low as $1.50/kg ($1.49/gal 

of gasoline equivalent) might be possible, assuming a $0.18/kg sugar price (Zhang et al. 2010). 

Such a price would address NRC challenges (i) and (iii). In order to unlock the tremendous 

potential of SyPaB hydrogen, however, several key challenges must be addressed. 

As a nascent field, complex cell-free pathways have not yet been used for large-scale 

production of biocommodities, leading to relatively high costs for enzymes and cofactors. These 

costs will be partially mitigated with large-scale production, but additional gains can be made by 

increasing enzyme stability and replacing thermolabile cofactors with biomimetic equivalents. 

Widespread success has already been achieved in recent years in the area of enzyme engineering 

for thermostability enhancement (Giver et al. 1998; Heinzelman et al. 2009). In the Virginia 

Tech Biofuels lab alone, six different proteins have been successfully engineered for increased 

stability, either through directed evolution (Liu et al. 2010; Myung et al. 2013; Ye et al. 2010; Ye 

et al. 2012; You and Zhang 2012) or immobilization (Myung et al. 2013; You and Zhang 2012). 

Cofactor engineering efforts have also seen notable success in transforming cofactor specificity 

from NADP to NAD, or in a few cases to a biomimetic cofactor(Banta et al. 2002; Bastian et al. 

2011; Ryan et al. 2008; Woodyer et al. 2003; Zhang and Zhang 2013). The challenges of enzyme 

and cofactor engineering remain significant for economical SyPaB hydrogen to become a reality, 

but the growing body of evidence suggests that these goals are achievable.  

The second major set of challenges for SyPaB hydrogen are the key process metrics: high 

purity, reaction rate, and product yield. The former of these is one of the advantages of SyPaB—

unlike thermochemical conversions, biological hydrogen production does not produce carbon 

monoxide, preventing the requirement for expensive purification steps prior to fuel cell use. 

Although the yields from pretreated biomass in the proof of concept presented here were not 
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quite as high as soluble substrates (Chapter 6), high practical yields were obtained for xylose 

(96%), and sucrose (97%). The maximum hydrogen production rate, while comparable to the 

best biohydrogen rates achieved (Das and Veziroǧlu 2001), requires significant further 

improvement vehicular bioenergy use. The trend is promising. Since the first SyPaB study in 

2000 (Woodward et al. 2000), observed rates have accelerated to 157 mmol/L/h, 750-fold that of 

the original finding (Chapter 5). In order to achieve onboard vehicular use, we have estimated 

that a rate of 24 g/L/h is required (Zhang 2009), a 75-fold rate enhancement of the current 

maximum. Such an improvement is theoretically possible, with the combination of a temperature 

increase, greater substrate and enzyme concentrations, substrate channeling, and engineered 

enzymes with greater catalytic efficiency (Zhang 2011).  

This work emphasizes the use of cell-free systems, conversion of cellulosic biomass to 

fermentable sugars, and extensive improvement of SyPaB hydrogen generation. In the second 

chapter of this dissertation, cell-free biosystems for biomanufacturing are reviewed, including a 

discussion of their potential for high-yield hydrogen production. Chapter 3 discusses utilization 

of lignocellulosic biomass: thermochemical pretreatments emphasizing lignin removal versus 

increasing the accessibility of cellulose are compared. In chapter 4, a custom SyPaB hydrogen 

production and detection apparatus is described, including a proof of concept, conversion of 

glucose to hydrogen without the use of ATP. Chapter 5 features two accomplishments: sucrose, a 

potential interim substrate for SyPaB hydrogen, is converted at high yield (97%), and a rate 40-

fold higher than the previous maximum hydrogen generation rate is achieved, 157 mmol/L/h. In 

chapter 6, pretreated biomass is converted directly to hydrogen in a single bioreactor, and a 

kinetic model of the system is updated, validated, and used to develop a constrained optimized 
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enzyme mixture, which increased hydrogen production by 70%. Chapter 7 includes a summary 

of this work and suggestions for future research directions. 
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biomanufacturing
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Cost-efficient production of sustainably-derived biochemicals and biofuels is a critical goal of modern bio-
technology. The current predominant biotransformation method is mainly based on microbial fermenta-
tion, but this system suffers from a mismatch of engineering and cellular objectives, appropriates
a significant fraction of substrate/energy sources for self-replication, and poses significant scaling
challenges. Cell-free biosystems for biomanufacturing (CFB2)—complex, cell-free systems that catalyze
the conversion of renewable substrates to a variety of products—are emerging as an alternative to
fermentation. Within this burgeoning field, a new application is the production of low-value and high-
impact biocommodities by CFB2. In this subset, synthetic enzymatic networks are capable of producing
numerous desired biocommodities, with the advantages of higher product yields, faster reaction rates,
and reduced interference from toxic compounds, among others. In this review, CFB2, with an emphasis
on biocommodities production, is compared with microbial fermentation; current applications are
presented, illustrating some of the advantages of the system; and remaining challenges are discussed
with the path forward for each.

1. Introduction

Microbial systems have been used for millennia in the pro-
duction of fermented food and beverages, initially through the
action of natural microorganisms and eventually by appli-
cation of starter cultures. A change began in the 1850s, follow-
ing Louis Pasteur’s discovery that live yeast cells are the
catalyst in wine fermentation.1 This moment was the inception
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of modern biotechnology. Pasteur’s insight led to the visionary
work of Moritz Traube, who theorized that proteins were
responsible for biological catalysis. Ten years later, Eduard
Buchner demonstrated the first cell-free ethanol fermentation
by yeast extract,2 for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1907.3,4 Additional fermentation products were
gradually developed over the following several decades, most
notably acetone by Clostridium acetobutylicum during World
War I, penicillin for antibacterial use in World War II, and pro-
duction of amino acids in the 1960s.1

Enzymes use increased over the second half of the 20th
century, following characterization of amylase, protease,
tannase, and importantly, glucose isomerase (GI).5,6 GI, used
in the manufacture of high-fructose corn syrup, continues to
be one of the most industrially important enzymes.6 The
efficiency of this conversion has been enhanced greatly over
the last several decades, including immobilization of the
enzyme beginning in the 1980s7 and the thermostability
enhancement achieved in 1993.8 As a result of these improve-
ments, a weight-based total turnover number (TTNW) of more
than 106 kg of product produced per kg of enzyme was
achieved for this enzyme, which can last more than two years
before replacement.9 Other important enzymatic technological
developments include the creation of dustless detergent
enzymes using techniques such as encapsulation, the use of
amylases and amyloglucosidases for glucose production from
starch,5 and the widely-used polymerase chain reaction,
enabled by the discovery of Taq polymerase.10

Biotransformation can be classified according to the bio-
catalysts used – microbial versus cell-free systems (Fig. 1). Cell-
free biosystems can be based on cell extracts or purified
enzymes. Different from traditional enzymatic biotransform-
ations that utilize one to three enzymes, cell-free biosystems
for biomanufacturing (CFB2) are defined as in vitro biosystems
comprised of more than three enzymes in one vessel for

industrial production.6,11 As shown in Fig. 2, CFB2 has three
major distinct applications: cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS)
responsible for the production of high-value proteins and anti-
bodies, in vitro synthetic biology for the production of high-
value drugs and fine chemicals, and synthetic enzymatic
pathway biotransformation (SEPB) responsible for producing
low-value bulk biocommodities, such as organic acids, hydro-
gen, amylose, alcohols, jet fuels, etc.

The biocatalysis of more complex enzymatic reactions
began with the use of cell extracts, for applications including
basic research12,13 and cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS).14

Several advantages are gained by using crude cell extract
instead of microbial fermentation: (1) use of the entire reactor
volume, (2) direct access for enhanced control and monitoring,
(3) reduced toxicity effects, (4) lessened transport require-
ments, and (5) homogenization of the reaction mixture.3 CFPS
enables the selective production of target proteins (chromo-
somal transcription is limited by dilution effects).15 This system
is beneficial for proper protein folding compared to hetero-
geneous microbial expression as well. Some important recent
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Fig. 1 Classification of biotransformation based on biocatalysts.

Fig. 2 Major targets for cell-free technologies, grouped by type. Proteins, high-
value compounds, and commodities each present different production chal-
lenges. The log–log plot allows a single graph to show very high-value, low
volume products, as well as low-value, high volume biocommodities.
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applications of CFPS include high-throughput projects for
structural biology, functional genomics, and enzyme engineer-
ing,16,17 as well as production of therapeutic proteins,18 mem-
brane proteins,19 and virus-like particles.20 Similarly, cell
extracts can be utilized to produce fine and specialty chemi-
cals.21 Complicated organic syntheses demonstrated include
the production of unnatural monosaccharides from accumu-
lated DHAP in cell extracts from modified E. coli strains22 and
stereoinversion reactions performed with Alcaligenes faecalis
extracts supplemented with a heterologous alcohol dehydro-
genase.23 More recently, the production of 3-hydroxypropio-
nate via CO2 fixation was demonstrated using a cell extract, in
addition to whole-cell catalysis conducted in the same study.24

More recently the use of purified enzymes combined to
form synthetic pathways has developed. Such in vitro biosys-
tems have been used as powerful tools for basic research for
decades,25,26 but more recently they have become a promising
biomanufacturing platform as well. The use of these systems
for high-value compound production will be referred to
here as in vitro synthetic biology (ivSB). When more than
three enzymes are involved in a pathway, a different set of con-
siderations comes into play, as the system’s complexity
increases.6 Applications use more complicated pathways
such as those developed in a variety of areas, including
fine chemical synthesis,27 biological circuits,26,28,29 cell-free
protein synthesis30—including incorporation of unnatural
amino acids,31 and synthesis of a variety of useful mono- and
poly-saccharides.22,32,33

Synthetic enzymatic pathway biotransformation (SEPB)—
defined here as cell-free biocommodity production—differs
from other cell-free conversion technologies, such as CFPS and
ivSB, based on the products. Manufacturing considerations for
therapeutic proteins, chiral compounds, specialty polysaccha-
rides and other high value compounds are fundamentally
different than those for SEPB: while substrate cost is a domi-
nant factor in biocommodities production, making yield, rate,
and biocatalyst cost critically important factors, these require-
ments are less stringent for higher-value products.9 For
example, the generation of reduced NADH for chiral molecule
production may be accomplished with a single dehydrogenase
and the corresponding substrate, but for the production of a
commodity like hydrogen from glucose, it is critical to utilize
all reducing equivalents possible and obtain maximum
product/energy yield.34

Fig. 2 shows the market volume versus price of a number of
target compounds (current and future), illustrating the space
inhabited by the three major types of CFB2 conversion: CFPS,
ivSB, and SEPB. The first two CFB2 sub-categories, CFPS and
ivSB, have been well-covered recently, in the excellent reviews
by Guterl and Sieber,11 Swartz,3 Hodgman and Jewett,35 and
Hold and Panke.36

In this review, we focus on cell-free biosystems comprised
of more than three enzymes used for biomanufacturing,
with emphasis on biocommodity production. Recommended
reviews of traditional enzymatic conversions include those by
Ricca et al.37 and Bruggink et al.27

2. CFB2 vs. whole cell biocatalysis

The current dominant biotechnology is microbial fermenta-
tion. The basic difference between microbial and cell-free bio-
conversions is the ability to self-replicate: while the biocatalyst
is continually regenerated in whole cell fermentation, other
strategies must be used to prolong working life time of CFB2.9

These strategies include the use of thermostable enzymes,
immobilization, and enzyme engineering.38 When stability
goals are achieved, the cost of the biocatalyst as a fraction of
the total cost of goods sold could become very small. Under
these conditions, equivalent to high TTNW, plus the low cost
(!$10–70 per kg of enzyme) now possible to produce enzymes
on an industrial scale,6 enzyme-based conversion systems
will many times offer a cost saving compared to microbial
fermentation. An important caveat to this point is that cheap
starting material must be utilized. If required inputs include
amino acids or other expensive intermediates produced
natively by microorganisms, the TTNW metric is less impor-
tant. As biomass-derived sugars may be used as substrates for
the commodities highlighted in Fig. 2, this limitation is not
applicable in CFPS and ivSB.

In addition to biocatalyst cost, several other factors deter-
mine whether CFB2 or whole cell biocatalysis would be prefer-
able for the production of a given biocommodity. The most
important considerations include pathway complexity (includ-
ing ATP and cofactor requirements), relative importance of the
reaction rate and yield in the reaction, and maturity of current
production technology. For example, penicillin has been
industrially produced by fungi for decades,39 making this a
poor target for CFB2—while an enzymatic pathway could feasi-
bly be constructed to produce this compound more efficiently,
the incentive is insufficient to replace a well-characterized bio-
logical process. It is nearly economically infeasible to produce
bulk enzymes or even amino acids by using CFB2.

In general, however, the features of cell-free bioconversions
are advantageous for biocommodities production because
high product yields mean balanced NAD(P)H between sub-
strates and products. These include high yield, enabled by the
elimination of side reactions and minimum use of substrate to
produce the biocatalyst; high rate, enabled by better mass
transfer for a lack of cell membrane; great bioprocess flexi-
bility, enabled by better reactor control and open access; and
resistance towards toxins such as solvents.11 In addition, CFB2
are generally more easily engineered, due to fewer consti-
tuents, the quasi-time invariant nature of these reactions, and
ease of perturbations and analysis.36 While it is very difficult
to characterize exactly what is occurring inside a cell, cell-free
samples can be easily collected.

Microbial fermentation offers certain advantages and dis-
advantages as well. Such bioconversions benefit from the exist-
ence of cellular membranes when membrane proteins are
required (such as the regeneration of ATP through oxidative
phosphorylation of NADH) or when compartmentalization
is important (although artificial compartmentalization is
in development for enzymatic systems40). Cell and product
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separations can also be simpler, due to the larger size of cells.
Most importantly, certain processes that harness the power of
evolution, such as directed evolution and continuous culture,
derive major benefits from the cells’ drive to optimize growth.
Such methods are limited due to their requirement to be tied
to selection, but in cases evolution can be harnessed to enable
accumulation of metals or degradation of toxic compounds,
for example.41 However, the evolution of production strains
can also be disadvantageous: the cell’s objective, to maximize
growth, is at odds with the selected engineering objective. As a
result, strains must be carefully managed to avoid mutations.
Phage contamination has been a major issue with biochemi-
cals manufacturers as well; this constitutes the highest-risk
disadvantage. Complex and expensive heat exchangers and
aerators required for large-scale microbial production and
the difficulties revolving around control of gene regulatory
networks and other in vivo metabolic engineering42 may be
avoided by using thermoenzymatic systems as well.

Table 1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of
cell-free versus microbial conversion. The selection of CFB2
versus fermentation hinges on cheap, stable enzymes, and the
most important features to prioritize will depend on the
selected product. For most biocommodities, CFB2 production
could offer more advantages than its competitor.

3. Representative examples of CFB2

To illustrate some of the situations where cell-free systems
offer high yields, fast reaction rates, tolerance of toxic com-
pound inhibition, catalysis of unnatural reactions, the ability
to shift the reaction equilibrium, and use of a co-localization/

substrate channeling strategy, we review some recent examples
of CFB2 systems in development.

3.1. High product yields

High product yields can be achieved in CFB2 by eliminating
the synthesis/reproduction of cell mass, eliminating undesired
side pathways, and re-designing unnatural pathways that
prevent the formation of by-products. For instance, hydrogen,
an important commodity chemical and future energy carrier,
can be produced through chemical catalysis, biocatalysis and
combinations of both.43 The maximum theoretical yield of
hydrogen production through hydrogen-producing microbes is
4 hydrogen molecules per glucose, which is called the Thauer
limit.44 To increase the conversion yield of hydrogen pro-
duction from glucose, a non-natural synthetic enzymatic
pathway containing 13 enzymes was designed to demonstrate
the feasibility of producing nearly 12 hydrogen molecules
per glucose from starch.45 Recent work has expanded the
substrate range to include xylose, sucrose, and various glucan
sources.46,47 These pathways are shown in Fig. 3, and may be
divided into three main steps: (1) generation of phosphory-
lated monomer sugars, (2) generation of hydrogen, where
NADPH is generated through the action of two dehydrogen-
ases, after which it is used by a hydrogenase enzyme to
produce molecular hydrogen; and (3) regeneration of glucose-
6-phosphate from xylulose-5-phosphate or ribulose-5-phos-
phate using enzymes from the pentose phosphate pathway and
glycogenesis and glycolysis pathways. Separation of the
gaseous products, H2 and CO2, from the aqueous phase at low
temperature and pressure decreases product inhibition, favor-
ing the unidirectional reaction for hydrogen formation. For
example, the overall yields of H2 and CO2 from cellobiose are

Table 1 Comparison of microbial and cell-free systems for biomanufacturing, grouped by biotransformation metric

Metric Microbial production Cell-free conversion

Reaction
control

+ Biocatalyst self-replication allows replacement of labile
enzymes and cofactors

+ Control of reaction conditions: temperature, pH, [S], etc.

Pathway
engineering

! Engineering objective is opposed to microbe’s
objective (growth); necessitates a compromise

+ Unnatural pathways enable use of all of substrate’s chemical
energy—higher yield possible

! Difficult to predict the effects of modifying pathways
in vivo

+ Chimeric pathway approaches can simultaneously use enzymes
from different hosts, even when expression is difficult or
post-translational modifications are essential+ Ability to harness the power of evolution (continuous

culture, directed evolution, etc.)
Cell wall + Membrane proteins available + No hindrance to product and substrate transport

! Energy is required to transport substrate and product
across membrane

Scale-up ! Phage contamination can cause catastrophic failure + System behaves very similarly at lab and larger scales
! Strain evolution must be managed

Toxin and
solvent effect

! Degrades or prevents microbes’ ability to grow and
produce product

+ Unless enzyme-specific, toxins have little effect
+ Higher solvent titer possible

Cost + Wide range of complicated biological precursors
(amino acids, polysaccharides, etc.) available for low cost

! Catalyst cost must stay low; must use enzymes with high TTN,
produce and purify enzymes cheaply, and limit the use of
thermolabile cofactors and expensive substrates

± Case-dependent for separations: simpler filtration for
cells, but higher temperature and solvent titer possible
for CFB2

+ No large-scale lysis step required

Maturity + Many conversions firmly established, with extensive
practical knowledge

! Recently established
+ Simpler system; nearly complete basic knowledge of the system
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11.2 moles of H2 and 5.64 moles of CO2 per mole of substrate,
corresponding to 93.1% and 94.0% of the theoretical yields,
respectively.47 The maximum hydrogen from xylose was 96%,
being 9.6 moles of H2 per xylose plus water.46

3.2. Fast reaction rates

The absence of a cellular membrane in CFB2 usually allows
faster reaction rates compared to microbial systems. For
instance, the maximum powers of enzymatic fuel cells (EFCs)
are usually higher than that of microbial fuel cells because
there are no cellular membranes to limit the mass transfer and
high enzyme loading per volume or area can be achieved
without also accumulating a large proportion of unnecessary
biomolecules in the reaction solution.48 EFCs are a type of
biofuel cell that converts chemical fuels to electricity with the
utilization of enzymes as catalysts under mild conditions
(neutral pH values and 20–60 °C).49,50 EFCs are a next-gene-
ration, environmentally friendly micropower source that
feature several advantages over other portable power sources,
such as lithium ion batteries: higher energy storage density,
biodegradability, safety, and high specificity (unlike microbial
fuel cells).51

To increase the fuel utilization efficiency of EFCs, the com-
plete oxidation of fuels such as glucose, methanol and pyru-
vate can be catalyzed by enzyme cascades. For instance, the
oxidation of methanol into carbon dioxide has been catalyzed
by a cascade of three NAD-dependent alcohol, aldehyde and

formate dehydrogenases.52 A drawback of this fuel is its
solvent properties however; methanol is only able to operate at
low concentrations before enzymatic activity is affected. In
another example, enzymes in the Krebs cycle have been used
to oxidize pyruvate.53,54 Minteer and her co-workers have pro-
posed the complete oxidation of common biofuels such as
ethanol, glucose, lactate and pyruvate using multistep enzy-
matic cycles and pathways51 (i.e. glycolysis and TCA cycle).
Initial pathways utilized acetyl-CoA and ATP, expensive cofac-
tors that are unstable for an extended practical operation; a
subsequent study demonstrated an improved biotransform-
ation, where the use of ATP was avoided.55 In the latter case
the cofactor pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) was used to
transfer electrons to the electrode (Fig. 4).

Complete oxidation of glucose was also proposed by Zhang
and his co-workers.56 In the most recent published study,
a synthetic enzymatic pathway of four thermoenzymes was
used to produce four electrons per glucose molecule, with
the potential for complete oxidation without the use of ATP.
Similar to hydrogen production, as shown in Fig. 3, in this
process polyphosphate glucokinase phosphorylates glucose
to glucose-6-phosphate (g6p) using low-cost and stable poly-
phosphate instead of costly ATP.57 Two NAD-dependent
dehydrogenases (glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and
6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase) were immobilized on the
anode, catalyzing the oxidation of g6p into ribulose-5-phos-
phate to generate two NADH per g6p. The generated NADH
was oxidized to produce electrons at the anode through a dia-
phorase-vitamin K3 electron shuttling system. When the temp-
erature was increased to 50 °C, the maximum power density of
the EFC was increased to 0.322 mW cm!2, which was approxi-
mately eight times higher than the maximum power density
achieved when mesophilic enzymes were used at the same
temperature.56 These results suggested that the complete oxi-
dation of glucose could be achieved using a multi-enzyme
cascade that incorporated pentose phosphate pathway
enzymes in addition to the four described here and that
improved EFC power output could be attained by using
thermostable enzymes at elevated temperatures.

A second recent example of higher rates in CFB2 systems
than microbial is the production of hydrogen at high rates
from glucose-6-phosphate, in a process similar to that
described in section 3.1 above. By increasing the reaction
temperature, enzyme loading, cofactor loading, and substrate
loading, a rate of 157 mmol H2 L!1 h!1 was achieved,58 which

Fig. 3 SEPB conversion pathways from various starting carbohydrates to
hydrogen.

Fig. 4 Pathway for complete oxidation of glucose mediated by PQQ-dependent dehydrogenases. Electrons harnessed from these reactions provide the electrode
potential for an enzymatic fuel cell (adapted from Xu and Minteer55). Here PQQ is used as a cofactor to transfer the charge to the electrode.
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is approximately 10-fold the rate of dark microbial
fermentation.59

3.3. Tolerance of toxic compounds and products

CFB2 systems are generally better able to tolerate toxic com-
pounds and products than microorganisms. For instance,
Zhang and his co-workers have demonstrated high-yield gene-
ration of NAD(P)H from cellobiose through in vitro synthetic
enzymatic pathways consisting of 12 purified enzymes and
coenzymes. When the NAD(P)H generation system was
coupled with a consumption reaction mediated by xylose
reductase, the NADPH yield was 95% of theoretical yield—
11.4 mol NADPH per cellobiose in a batch reaction.4 More
importantly, this enzymatic system can also work in the pres-
ence of dilute-acid pretreated biomass hydrolysate, a feedstock
even at a neutral pH toxic to fermentative organisms,60

suggesting that the enzyme cocktails do not require high-
purity substrates for biotransformation. Integration of
endothermic reactions and exothermic reactions in one pot
results in a very high energy-retaining efficiency of 99.6% from
xylose and cellobiose to xylitol.4 In addition to production of
the valuable biocommodity xylitol, this high-yield and pro-
jected low-cost biohydrogenation process could be hybridized
with aqueous phase reforming to produce ultra-low sulfur,
high-energy density liquid hydrocarbons for applications such
as jet fuel. Aqueous phase reforming is a catalytic process
capable of producing alkanes from hydroxylated compounds
derived from biomass under the reaction conditions where
water was aqueous.61

In a second example, CFB2 systems have been shown to be
significantly more tolerant than microorganisms to alcohols
with a carbon number greater than two—a logical conclusion
given that the primary mechanism for solvent toxicity to
microbes is cellular membrane dissolution. Volker and his co-
workers designed a synthetic enzymatic pathway that can
convert glucose to isobutanol or ethanol62 (Fig. 5; isobutanol
pathway depicted). In the first stage of their conversion,
glucose was converted to pyruvate, a precursor of many poss-
ible biocommodity targets. Next, pyruvate was converted to
acetaldehyde and then to ethanol by pyruvate decarboxylase
(PDC) and alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH), or alternatively to
isobutanol as depicted in Fig. 5. Interestingly, in a solvent

tolerance test, cell-free butanol productivity was not signifi-
cantly influenced in the presence of up to 4% (v/v) isobutanol,
whereas even minor isobutanol concentrations (i.e. 1% v/v)
generally stop microbial butanol production due to the loss of
membrane integrity.

3.4. Catalysis of non-natural reactions

One of the most important advantages of CFB2 over microbial
fermentation is the potential to implement biotransformations
that cannot be catalyzed by living microbes or chemical cata-
lysts. For example, a mixture of intracellular and extracellular
enzymes in one pot can convert !-1,4-glucosidic bond linked
cellulose to "-1,4-glucosidic bond linked starch.63 The conver-
sion of cellulose to starch was achieved by four enzymes:
(1) partial hydrolysis of cellulose into cellobiose catalyzed by a
cellulase cocktail, (2) generation of glucose-1-phosphate and
glucose from cellobiose mediated by cellobiose phosphorylase,
and (3) generation of starch from glucose-1-phosphate cata-
lyzed by potato alpha-glucan phosphorylase. Up to 30% of the
anhydroglucose units in cellulose were converted to starch; the
remaining glucose units could be utilized by yeast for ethanol
production in the same reactor. Synthetic amylose produced
from cellulose could have a lot of applications, such as a
healthy food additive to decrease risks of obesity and diabetes,
a precursor of biodegradable plastics, unlimited food and feed
sources, and so on.64

In a second example, Ye et al. created a chimeric metabolic
pathway for the production of lactate and malate from
glucose.65 In order to balance the use and regeneration of ATP
and NADP, the authors inserted a special enzyme found from
an archaeal source to create a hybrid glycolytic pathway, in
order to produce lactate from glucose. A subsequent study
went further, examining reaction conditions that would most
favor malate production over lactate, using an enzyme capable
of producing both.66 These studies demonstrate the creative
pathways that may be implemented in CFB2.

3.5. Shifting reaction equilibrium

Multistep biocatalytic transformations with a focus on pathway
energetics can shift the equilibrium intermediates to the final
product side. This use finds application for making high-fruc-
tose corn syrup. In the traditional two-step simple enzymatic

Fig. 5 Pathway for the production of isobutanol from glucose (adapted from Guterl et al.62). In this pathway, first pyruvate and reducing equivalents are generated,
after which these were converted into isobutanol. An alternative pathway allows the production of ethanol from pyruvate in the second half of the pathway (not
shown).
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conversion, the starting material, starch, is hydrolyzed with
amylose and glucoamylose to generate glucose in the first
step, and glucose is converted to fructose by xylose isomerase
in the second step. The limitation of this process is that the
second step is isoenergetic, causing the reaction to be domi-
nated by the glucose–fructose equilibrium constant (the ratio
of glucose to fructose at equilibrium is approximately 45 : 55)
(Fig. 6A). More complete conversion to fructose is desired in
this system. To solve this issue, Benner and his co-workers67

designed an enzymatic pathway that leverages an exergonic
last step, resulting in a pathway that thermodynamically favors
100% conversion to fructose (Fig. 6B). The enzyme cocktail
contains (1) starch phosphorylase, (2) phosphoglucomutase,
(3) phosphoglucose isomerase, and (4) fructose-6-phosphatase.
In the last step, the hydrolysis of fructose-6-phosphate yields
fructose and inorganic phosphate is released. Because the
final step is exergonic, this process is shifted to the desired
product. This pathway design illustrates the general idea that
the energetics of a pathway are of critical importance when
designing multistep biocatalytic transformations.

In a second example, the most important step of enzymatic
transformation of cellulose to starch is pushing glucose-
1-phosphate released from cellobiose mediated by cellobiose
phosphorylase to amylose mediated by alpha-glucan phos-
phorylase, where both reactions mediated by phosphorylases
are reversible.63 The identification of a right alpha-glucan
phosphorylase enzyme is essential to drive the reaction toward
the desired product.63

3.6. Enzyme co-localization and substrate channeling

Chun et al. have developed a general approach for constructing
a static self-assembled enzyme complex which can enhance
the reaction rate by at least one order of magnitude compared
to non-complexed enzyme systems.68,69 This method was
based on the highly specific interaction between cohesins and
dockerins from natural cellulosomes. In their work, a synthetic
trifunctional scaffoldin was constructed to include a family 3
cellulose-binding module (CBM3) and three cohesins. The
CBM3 module enables the chimeric protein and to tightly
bind on cellulosic materials—regenerated amorphous cellu-
lose (RAC), in this case—and cohesins allow binding with
specific dockerin-tagged enzymes. Low concentrations of dock-
erin-containing proteins, triosephosphate isomerase (TIM),
aldolase (ALD), and fructose 1,6-biphosphate (FBP) were easily
enriched and purified by mixing with the synthetic scaffoldin

and RAC. The self-assembled three-enzyme metabolon has a
unique feature of substrate channeling because of the close
proximity of the cascade enzymes (Fig. 7). This synthetic meta-
bolon showed more than one order of magnitude increase in
reaction rates compared to the noncomplexed TIM, ALD, and
FBP.

Additional methods for specific binding of target enzymes
in a specific sequence use DNA as a scaffold molecule. Mul-
tiple strategies can be used to accomplish this, including zinc
finger (ZF) proteins for specific target DNA sequence binding,
and mRNA–protein fusions, which anneal to immobilized
cDNA strands.70 This latter technology will be further dis-
cussed in section 4.4 in the context of pathway engineering.
Conrado et al. studied the effect of sequence on substrate
channeling effects: using a ZF strategy they obtained a
maximum synergistic effect of about 4.5-fold was shown for
configurations similar to Fig. 7A.71 Further rate increase was
not observed for configurations similar to Fig. 7B as intended,
but the idea of increasing the potential ways to capture a ran-
domly diffusing metabolite is an interesting direction for
further substrate channeling efforts. Use of flow within the
bioreactor in conjunction with flexible scaffolds could poten-
tially effect increased channeling as well.

4. Challenges in CFB2

Despite the advantages of CFB2, several challenges must be
overcome before industrial use is possible. Among the most
pressing are: (1) low-cost enzyme production, (2) prolonged
enzyme stability, (3) cofactor engineering, and (4) pathway
optimization and modeling.

4.1. Low-cost protein production

A wide range of protein production methods have been
explored in recent years. For most biotechnological appli-
cations, enzymes are produced in a recombinant form, using
bacteria, fungal and yeast platforms, preferred due to in-depth
knowledge of the organisms, ease of genetic manipulation,

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of synthetic metabolons. Different mecha-
nisms may be used to specifically bind several different enzymes on the same
scaffold in sequence, including cohesin–dockerin pairs and DNA–zinc finger
protein pairs. (A) Three-enzyme cascade, linear design. (B) Three-enzyme
cascade, mirrored design (adapted from Conrado et al.71).

Fig. 6 Two pathways for the production of fructose from starch. Conversion
using the traditional pathway (A) is limited by the reaction equilibrium of
glucose isomerization, whereas the more recent pathway (B) proposed by
Moradian and Brenner67 uses phosphorylation to enable complete conversion.
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and low production cost.72 Other options for protein pro-
duction include purification from the native organism, such
as over-production of thermostable hydrogenase in Pyroccus
furiosus,73 and production in animal or plant systems.74

Fortunately, unlike the high-cost production methods
required for the glycosylated proteins required in the biophar-
maceutical industry, enzymes to be used in CFB2 applications
face much less stringent production requirements. In the most
basic method, enzymes are simply over-expressed, and cell
lysate is used as the catalyst—a cell extract method. Such
methods are useful for conversions where a large number of
biocatalysts are required, such as cell-free protein synthesis,15

but side reactions and unnecessary introduced complexity/loss
of control make this less desirable for CFB2. Instead, simple
purification methods mixed with high-density bacterial over-
production of recombinant thermoenzymes enable sufficiently
purified (e.g., >80%) enzymes to be produced cheaply and sep-
arated efficiently. Technologies for simple purification include
heat precipitation,65,66,75 ammonium sulfate precipitation,76,77

and immobilization—on a scaffold as described above or on
RAC. Bulk recombinant enzyme costs produced in E. coli are
already as low as $70 per dry kg; as more nascent thermo-
enzyme purification methods are adopted and market demand
increases, this price is expected to fall even lower.6 The pro-
duction cost of secretory bulk proteins—cellulase and protease
for example—is as low as $10 per kg.

4.2. Prolonged enzyme stability

As introduced in section 1, weight-based total turnover
number, TTNW, is indicative of the percent of a product’s
cost that is incurred by biocatalyst cost. Economic analysis
suggests that once a TTNW near the target area of 106 or mole-
based total turnover number (TTN) of 108 is achieved, the frac-
tion of the product cost due to the biocatalyst will be less
than 1%.9

In general, there are three strategies for meeting the chal-
lenge of enzyme stability: immobilization, use of enzymes
from thermophilic hosts (thermoenzymes), and enzyme engi-
neering. Whenever possible, a good starting point is to use
known thermoenzymes. Many examples exist of enzymes from
hosts like Clostridium thermocellum and Thermotoga maritima,
where highly-active proteins could be recombinantly
expressed using E. coli.78–80 Given the tremendous knowledge
of some such thermophiles—especially T. maritima, whose
entire central metabolism has been modeled,81 the sequences
for thermoenzymes capable of catalyzing a wide range of reac-
tions are available. When a special enzyme is only available
from a mesophilic source, or activity modification is desired,
the next tool often used is enzyme engineering, involving
rational design and directed evolution or their combination.
Perhaps the most powerful enzyme engineering method is
directed evolution. In this procedure, random mutations are
generated in the gene of interest, often using error-prone PCR
or shuffling. Next, a selection or screening step identifies the
improved mutants, which are sequenced and often undergo
one or more additional rounds of directed evolution. This

method has been bolstered by cell-free protein synthesis, as
the latter can be used to accomplish high-throughput screen-
ing, with the use of microfluidics for example.16 Rational
design is a good option when an enzyme’s crystal structure is
known, and an activity modification is desired.82 For example,
a large size enzyme cellobiose phosphorylase has been
enhanced greatly through rational design and directed evol-
ution combined.83

Immobilization includes a variety of techniques, including
physical adsorption, covalent binding to support structures
(including metabolons, as described above), cross-linked
enzyme aggregates, and so on.84 Several important trade-offs
occur when considering this method, as immobilization pro-
cedures often inactivate a percentage of the enzymes being
prepared and mass transfer can become a limitation, slowing
the reaction rate. Despite these drawbacks, progress is continu-
ally being made in this field. For example, encapsulation of
recombinant particles in microcompartments,85 polymer-
somes,86 and nucleic acid nanostructures40 is now possible.
Recent work in the field of nanobiocatalysis, the immobiliz-
ation of enzymes on nanomaterials (e.g., polymeric nanogels
and nanocrystals), suggests that some techniques may preserve
activity to a large degree, while simultaneously increasing
stability.87–89 Different forms of immobilization or encapsula-
tion are an important potential strategy for CFB2—critically,
immobilized enzymes can often be much more easily
recycled.

4.3. Cofactor engineering

Most redox enzymes can bind with the nicotinamide nucleo-
tides and/or the flavins, both of which act as ancillary electron
carriers in metabolism. NAD and NADP differ by only an
additional phosphate group esterified at the 2!-hydroxyl group
of the AMP moiety of NADP (Fig. 8). A number of studies per-
taining to redox enzyme engineering have changed cofactor
preferences from NADP to NAD,90–96 from NAD to NADP,97–101

and relaxed or broadened the cofactor specificity.102–106 Nicotin-
amide mononucleotide (NMN) is a small-sized precursor of
NAD(P) (Fig. 8, Compound C). Recently, Scott et al. demon-
strated that engineered P. furiosus alcohol dehydrogenase used
NMN as a cofactor.107 By following the same strategy, our
lab has engineered a Geobacillus stearothermophilus glucose-

Fig. 8 Structures and costs of natural cofactors: NADP (A) and NAD (B), nicotin-
amide mononucleotide (NMN) (C), nicotinamide riboside (NR) (D), biomimetic
cofactors (E, 1-benzyl-3-carbamoyl-pyridinium; F, 1-buta-3-carbamoyl-pyridi-
nium and G, nicotinamide glucoside).
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6-phosphate dehydrogenase (T13G/R46A) that can use NMN as
a cofactor (data not published).

Because NAD and NADP are not stable in vitro and are
costly, there is a strong interest in replacing them with low-
cost biomimetic cofactors. Fish et al. found that the pyrophos-
phate and adenosine groups in NAD(P) are not essential for
the hydride transfer and proposed the use of a low-cost and
stable biomimetic—1-benzyl-3-carbamoyl-pyridinium (BCP,
compound E) chloride to replace NAD(P).108 Later, they also
showed that wild-type horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase109

and monooxygenase110 can utilize this biomimetic. However,
most wild-type redox enzymes cannot utilize such bio-
mimetics. Clark and Fish collaborated to demonstrate that an
engineered P450 mutant with two amino acid changes can
utilize BCP.111 Another group demonstrated that engineered
P450 could utilize Zn dust as an electron source rather
than natural cofactors.112,113 In 2012, a large international
group demonstrated that wild-type enoate reductases can
work with both BCP and 1-buta-3-carbamoyl-pyridinium
(BuCP, Compound F).114

Although its importance is increasingly recognized in cell-
free biomanufacturing,3,34,38,115 cofactor engineering remains
in the early stage.107,114 Three major types of cofactor engineer-
ing approaches are shown in Fig. 9: rational design, directed
evolution, or swapping modules. Particularly for redox
enzymes that have highly conserved cofactor-binding motifs,
the module swap strategy could be useful for cofactor speci-
ficity engineering. Module swapping here refers to the tech-
nique of replacing an entire enzyme domain to modify
cofactor specificity. For example, Yaoi et al. demonstrated
replacement of the NADP-binding domain of an isocitrate
dehydrogenase by an NAD-binding domain, resulting in a
change of cofactor preference.91 Similarly, different cellulose-
binding modules have been added to a glycoside hydrolase for
different functions.116

4.4. Pathway optimization and modeling

The nascent area of cell-free metabolic engineering holds great
promise for the near future. The relative simplicity of CFB2
systems compared to living cells makes these systems far
easier to conduct metabolomics assays, and non-localization
eliminates difficult-to-monitor microenvironments. Techno-
logies such as protein chips allow pathway construction
and optimization in vitro,70 and mathematical models
have been applied to CFB2 systems to suggest alternative
reactor designs capable of generating more hydrogen, for
example.47,117 The study performed by Ardao and Zeng used a
genetic algorithm to solve a multi-objective optimization, as a
result. When using yield and rate as objective functions in this
model, one set of solutions predicted the ability of this system
to retain 90% yield while increasing the reaction rate to
355 mmol L!1 h!1, significantly higher than current experi-
mental results. This gap suggests there remains significant
room for rate improvements in the cell-free hydrogen
production example.34

5. Conclusions

Tremendous potential exists for the use of cell-free biosystems
to catalyze complex conversions. In addition to the many uses
of such technology for producing specialty chemicals, fine
chemicals, and biopharmaceuticals, biocommodities can in
many cases be manufactured more efficiently by cell-free bio-
systems than is possible with microbial fermentation. Such
technologies remain at the development stage for the time
being, but the continuing decreases in enzyme cost and
improvements in enzyme engineering techniques suggest that
cell-free biosystems for biomanufacturing will soon become a
widely used industrial bioconversion.
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EtOH Ethanol
F6P Fructose-6-phosphate
FBP Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase
FP Fructose-6-phosphatase
G1P Glucose-1-phosphate
G6P Glucose-6-phosphate
G6PDH Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
GADH Gluconate 2-dehydrogenase
GAMY Gluco-amylase
GDH Glucose dehydrogenase
GlcA Glucuronic acid
GlcL Gluconolactone
GluA Gluconic acid
GlyA Glyceric acid
GlyAl Glyceraldehyde
GNP Glucan phosphorylase
H2ase Hydrogenase
iBuAl Isobutyraldehyde
iBuOH Isobutanol
KARI Ketol-acid reductoisomerase
KDC 2-Keto acid decarboxylase
KDG 2-Keto-3-deoxygluconate
KDGA 2-Keto-3-deoxygluconate aldolase
KiV 2-Ketoisovaleric acid
MoxA Mesoxalic acid
NAD(H) Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
NADP(H) Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
NG Nicotinamide glycoside
NMN Nicotinamide mononucleotide
NR Nicotinamide riboside
OXO Oxalate oxidase
PDC Pyruvate decarboxylase
PGI Phosphoglucose isomerase
PGM Phosphoglucomutase
Pi Inorganic phosphate
PPGK Polyphosphate glucokinase
PQQ Pyrroloquinoline quinone
PyrOH Hydroxypyruvate
R5PE Ribulose-5-phosphate epimerase
RPI Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase
SP Sucrose phosphorylase
TAL Transaldolase
TIM Triose phosphate isomerase
TK Transketolase
TTNW Weight-based total turnover number (kg product

produced per kg enzyme)
XI Xylose isomerase/glucose isomerase
XK Xylose kinase
Xu5P Xylulose-5-phosphate
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ABSTRACT: While many pretreatments attempt to improve
the enzymatic digestibility of biomass by removing lignin,
this study shows that improving the surface area accessible to
cellulase is a more important factor for achieving a high
sugar yield. Here we compared the pretreatment of switch-
grass by two methods, cellulose solvent- and organic sol-
vent-based lignocellulose fractionation (COSLIF) and
soaking in aqueous ammonia (SAA). Following pretreat-
ment, enzymatic hydrolysis was conducted at two cellulase
loadings, 15 filter paper units (FPU)/g glucan and 3 FPU/g
glucan, with and without BSA blocking of lignin absorption
sites. The hydrolysis results showed that the lignin remaining
after SAA had a significant negative effect on cellulase
performance, despite the high level of delignification
achieved with this pretreatment. No negative effect due to
lignin was detected for COSLIF-treated substrate. SEM
micrographs, XRD crystallinity measurements, and cellulose
accessibility to cellulase (CAC) determinations confirmed
that COSLIF fully disrupted the cell wall structure, resulting
in a 16-fold increase in CAC, while SAA caused a 1.4-fold
CAC increase. A surface plot relating the lignin removal,
CAC, and digestibility of numerous samples (both pure
cellulosic substrates and lignocellulosic materials pretreated
by several methods) was also developed to better understand
the relative impacts of delignification and CAC on glucan
digestibility.

Biotechnol. Bioeng. 2011;108: 22–30.

! 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

KEYWORDS: biofuels; biomass pretreatment; cellulose sol-
vent- and organic solvent-based lignocellulose fractionation
(COSLIF); cellulose accessibility to cellulase; lignin re-
moval; soaking in aqueous ammonia (SAA)

Introduction

Biomass-derived fuels offer the only renewable liquid
alternative to petroleum-based transportation fuels (Lynd
et al., 2009; Zhang, 2008). Biomass resources, such as crop
residues, dedicated bioenergy crops grown on marginal
land, and timber industry waste, are cheap and abundant
renewable feedstocks. A recent report on the technical
feasibility of a billion-ton annual biomass supply estimated
that enough biomass could be sustainably produced to
replace more than a third of the current US transportation
fuel demand, with only modest land-use change (Perlack
et al., 2005).

The largest obstacle to economical production of
cellulosic biofuels is cost-effectively releasing sugars from
recalcitrant lignocellulose (Lynd et al., 2008; Zhang, 2008).
Saccharification of biomass normally consists of pretreat-
ment or fractionation, which generates more reactive
biomass, followed by enzymatic hydrolysis, which produces
soluble fermentable sugars. Increasing overall sugar yields
and decreasing processing costs can be accomplished by
(1) improving pretreatment (Sathitsuksanoh et al., 2009;
Wyman, 2007), (2) enhancing cellulase performance

Abbreviations used: ARP, ammonia recycle percolation pretreatment; BSA, bovine
serum albumin; CAC, cellulose accessibility to cellulase; CAFI, consortium for applied
fundamentals and innovation; CBM, cellulose binding module; COSLIF, cellulose
solvent- and organic solvent-based lignocellulose fractionation; CrI, crystallinity index;
DA, dilute acid pretreatment; EG, ethylene glycol; FPU, filter paper unit; GFP, green
fluorescent protein; NCAC, non-cellulose accessibility to cellulase; NREL, National
Renewable Energy Laboratory; QS, quantitative saccharification; RAC, regenerated
amorphous cellulose; SAA, soaking in aqueous ammonia pretreatment; TGC, thior-
edoxin–GFP–CBM fusion protein; TSAC, total substrate accessibility to cellulase; XRD,
X-ray diffraction.
Correspondence to: Y.-H. Percival Zhang
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(Heinzelman et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2006),
(3) recycling cellulase (Lee et al., 1994; Tu et al., 2007; Zhu
et al., 2009b), (4) decreasing enzyme production costs
(Himmel et al., 2007), and (5) producing less recalcitrant
bioenergy plants (Chen and Dixon, 2007). In-depth
understanding of substrate characteristics after biomass
pretreatment and their relationship with enzymatic cellulose
hydrolysis is vital for decreasing costs associated with
biomass saccharification (Zhang and Lynd, 2006).

Substrate accessibility has long been recognized as an
important factor in the enzymatic hydrolysis of lignocellu-
lose (Arantes and Saddler, 2010; Grethlein, 1985; Lee et al.,
1994; Zhang and Lynd, 2004). Accessibility of pretreated
biomass substrate to cellulase is usually measured based on
the adsorption of active cellulase at decreased temperatures
(Kumar and Wyman, 2009; Lu et al., 2002), but this method
cannot distinguish cellulose and non-cellulose fractions
(Zhu et al., 2009a). Recently, a technology has been
developed to determine the cellulose accessibility to cellulase
(CAC) and non-cellulose accessibility to cellulase (NCAC)
based on adsorption of a non-hydrolytic fusion protein
containing a green fluorescent protein and a family 3
cellulose-binding module (Hong et al., 2007; Zhu et al.,
2009a). This technique provides a useful metric for
pretreatment comparison. Due to the difficulty of accurately
measuring CAC previously, many pretreatments have been
compared on the basis of lignin or hemicellulose removal and
glucan digestibility (Converse, 1993; Mosier et al., 2005). The
importance of removing lignin has been frequently suggested,
as many studies have shown a correlation between
delignification and increased sugar release (Chang and
Holtzapple, 2000; Fan et al., 1981; Ishizawa et al., 2009; Liu
and Wyman, 2003; Yang et al., 2002).

Cellulose solvent- and organic solvent-based lignocellu-
lose fractionation (COSLIF) and soaking in aqueous
ammonia (SAA) represent two different biomass pretreat-
ment goals (Fig. 1). COSLIF is mainly focused on breaking
the linkages among lignocellulose components and disrupt-
ing the orderly hydrogen bonds in cellulose fibers, increasing
cellulose accessibility greatly (Sathitsuksanoh et al., 2009;
Zhang et al., 2007a; Zhu et al., 2009a). The COSLIF
pretreatment accomplishes this disruption of biomass under
mild conditions by using the successive actions of cellulose,
organic, and aqueous solvents to fractionate lignocellulosic
biomass into lignin, hemicellulose oligomers, and highly
reactive cellulose (Moxley et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2007a).
Using alkaline conditions, SAA aims to remove a large amount
of lignin and dissolve some hemicellulose (Kim and Lee, 2005;
Sousa et al., 2009). SAA is typically conducted at a moderate
temperature (!608C), but harsher conditions can be
employed formore recalcitrant feedstocks (Gupta et al., 2008).

In order to better understand the root causes of biomass
recalcitrance and the substrate characteristics impacting
enzymatic cellulose hydrolysis, this study compared
COSLIF- and SAA-pretreated switchgrass, using composi-
tional analysis, enzymatic hydrolysis, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), cellulose

accessibility to cellulase (CAC), and non-cellulose accessi-
bility to cellulase (NCAC).

Materials and Methods

Chemicals and Materials

All chemicals were reagent grade, purchased from Sigma–
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), unless otherwise noted. Aqueous
ammonia (28–30%), 85% phosphoric acid, and 95%
ethanol were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Houston,
TX). Trichoderma reesei cellulase (Novozyme 50013, 84 filter
paper units (FPU)/mL) and b-glucosidase (Novozyme
50010, 270 b-glucosidase U/mL) were gifts fromNovozymes
North American (Franklinton, NC). Alamo switchgrass
(Panicum virgatum) was gifted by the National Renewable
Energy Lab (Golden, CO). The biomass was harvested in
November 2007, baled and shipped a week after harvest,
hammer-milled to less than one inch, then processed with a
Wiley mill to 1mm. The resulting biomass was then sieved
to less than 20mesh (0.85mm particle size) and greater than
80mesh (0.18mm particle size).

COSLIF Procedure

COSLIF pretreatment of switchgrass was conducted as
described elsewhere (Sathitsuksanoh et al., 2009, 2010),
using 95% (v/v) ethanol as the organic solvent. In brief, one
gram of air-dry switchgrass (!5%moisture) was mixed with
8mL of 85% phosphoric acid at 608C for 45min in 50mL
plastic centrifuge tubes. Biomass dissolution was stopped by

Figure 1. Conceptual images of the effects of SAA and COSLIF pretreatments.
Areas of the relative components correspond to their percentage of the microfibril or
pretreated material. Cellulose surfaces susceptible to enzymatic attack (110 face) are
highlighted in red. SAA lignin is greatly decreased, but remains widely distributed. The
quantity of COSLIF lignin is high, but it may form clusters as depicted here. Cellulose
accessibility increases greatly following COSLIF pretreatment.
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adding 20mL ethanol andmixing well. Solid/liquid separation
was then conducted in a swinging bucket centrifuge at
4,500 rpm at room temperature for 15min. The supernatant
was decanted, and an additional 40mL of ethanol was mixed
with the cellulose- and hemicellulose-containing slurry. Solid/
liquid separation was again conducted by centrifugation. After
the supernatant was decanted, the pellets were re-suspended
and washed twice with 40mL of deionized water. The
remaining pellet (primarily amorphous cellulose) was
neutralized to pH! 7 with 2M sodium carbonate.

Soaking in Aqueous Ammonia (SAA)

A range of SAA conditions were attempted, where the
ammonia concentration, pretreatment temperature, pre-
treatment time, and liquids to solids loading ratio were
adjusted. The pretreatment that was most effective for
removing lignin as well as a significant hemicellulose
fraction was 10% (w/w) ammonia, 1408C, and a 1:20 solid to
liquid ratio, for 14 h. One gram of switchgrass was added to a
200-mL serum bottle, followed by 21mL of 10% (w/w)
ammonia. The tube was capped with a rubber stopper and
placed into a preheated 1408C furnace. After 14 h, the bottles
were allowed to cool to room temperature. Liquid–solid
separation was conducted by filtration using glass filters
purchased from Fisher Scientific, and the remaining solids
were washed with deionized water until a pH of 7 was
achieved (!500mL). It should be noted that heating
ammonia to this temperature may cause potential explosive
hazards. Caution should be employed during any repetition
of this experiment.

Carbohydrate and Lignin Assays

The structural carbohydrate composition of the biomass was
determined with a modified quantitative saccharification
(QS) procedure (Moxley and Zhang, 2007). In modified QS,
secondary hydrolysis was conducted in the presence of 1%
(w/w) sulfuric acid at 1218C, for 1 h to more accurately
determine the quantities of sugars susceptible to acid
degradation (e.g., xylan). The standard NREL biomass
protocol was used to measure lignin and ash (Sluiter et al.,
2008). In brief, solids remaining after two-stage acid
hydrolysis were held at 1058C overnight. The weight of
the dried solids corresponds to the amount of acid-insoluble
lignin and ash in the sample. The weight of the ash only
fraction was then determined by heating the solids to 5758C
for 24 h. Percent acid-soluble lignin in the sample was
determined by measuring the UV absorption of the acid
hydrolysis supernatant at 320 nm. Monomeric sugars were
measured with a Shimadzu HPLC, with a Bio-Rad Aminex
HPX-87H column (Richmond, CA), at 608C with 50mM
sulfuric acid as the mobile phase, operated at a rate of
0.6mL/min (Zhang et al., 2007a). All carbohydrate and
lignin assays were conducted in triplicate.

Enzymatic Hydrolysis

Enzymatic hydrolysis of substrate produced by each
pretreatment was conducted at two enzyme loadings (15
and 3 FPU/g glucan, each supplemented with 10U of b-
glucosidase), with and without lignin blocking. This series of
experiments was conducted in triplicate and repeated in
duplicate. To prevent lignin from competitively binding
cellulase, blocking was achieved by adding BSA (10 g/L) for
30min at room temperature prior to hydrolysis. BSA has
previously been shown to adsorb irreversibly to lignin
binding sites, without interfering with the sites important
for cellulose hydrolysis (Berlin et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2009a).
Pretreated switchgrass samples were diluted to 10 g glucan/L
in a 50mM sodium citrate buffer (pH 4.8) and 0.1% (w/v)
NaN3. Hydrolysis experiments were conducted in a shaking
water bath at 250 rpm and 508C. Eight hundred microliters
of well-mixed hydrolysate were removed, followed by
immediate centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 5min. Then
exactly 500mL of the supernatant was transferred to another
microcentrifuge tube and incubated at room temperature
for 30min, to allow the conversion of any cellobiose present
to glucose, by the action of b-glucosidase remaining in the
supernatant. The supernatant was then acidified by adding
30mL of 10% (w/w) sulfuric acid, after which it was placed
in a "48C freezer. After being frozen overnight, samples
were thawed, mixed well and then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm
for 5min, to remove any precipitated solid sediment. The
soluble glucose and xylose in the enzymatic hydrolyzate were
measured by HPLC using a Bio-Rad HPX-87H column.
Galactose and mannose co-eluted with xylose. After
completion of 72 h hydrolysis, the remaining hydrolyzate
was transferred to a 50mL centrifuge tube, centrifuged at
4,500 rpm for 15min, and soluble sugar content was
determined using the same procedure as other hydrolyzate
samples, as described above. After all remaining hydrolyzate
was decanted, and the pellet was resuspended in 20mL of
water and centrifuged to remove residual soluble sugars from
the pellet. The sugar content of the washed pellet was
determined by QS. Enzymatic glucan digestibility after 72 h
was calculated using the ratio of dissolved glucose in the
supernatant to the sum of this dissolved glucose and the
glucose equivalent of the residual glucan (Zhang et al., 2007b).

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Micrographs were taken of untreated, COSLIF-treated, and
SAA-treated switchgrass samples using a Zeiss-DSM940
(Carl Zeiss, Okerkochen, Germany). All samples were
sputter-coated with gold and imaged by SEM, as described
elsewhere (Moxley et al., 2008; Sathitsuksanoh et al., 2009).

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffractograms of all samples were measured using a
Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diffractometer (Madison, WI)
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with Cu Ka radiation (l! 1.54178 Å) with the scanning rate
of 48/min, ranging from 108 to 608.

Substrate Accessibility Assays

Total substrate accessibility to cellulase (TSAC) was determined
on the basis of the maximum adsorption capacity of the TGC
protein (Zhu et al., 2009a). The TGC protein is a non-
hydrolytic fusion protein containing a green fluorescence
protein and cellulose-binding module (Hong et al., 2007).
Recombinant thioredoxin-green fluorescent protein-cellulose
binding module (TGC) fusion protein was produced in
Escherichia coli BL21 (pNT02) (Hong et al., 2007), purified by
adsorption onto regenerated amorphous cellulose, and
desorbed with ethylene glycol (EG) (Hong et al., 2008). EG
was then removed usingmembrane dialysis in a 50mM sodium
citrate buffer (pH 6.0), and the TGC solution was concentrated
using 10,000Da molecular weight cut-off centrifugal ultrafilter
columns (Millipore Co., Billerica, MA). CAC assays were
conducted in duplicate. Mass concentration of TGC protein in
the liquid phase (the fraction that had not adsorbed) was
measured by sample fluorescence using a BioTek multi-
detection microplate reader. Cellulose accessibility to cellulase
(CAC, m2/g biomass) was measured based on the maximum
TGC adsorption capacity after the sample’s lignin was blocked
with 5 g/L BSA. Non-cellulose accessibility to cellulase
(NCAC, m2/g biomass) was calculated from the equation
NCAC!TSAC"CAC (Zhu et al., 2009a).

Surface Graphing Software

Lignin removal percentages, normalized CAC values, and
72 h glucan digestibility (15 FPU/g glucan) data were
imported to TableCurve 3D v4.0.01 (Systat Software, Inc.,
San Jose, CA). A conservative smoothing method, Smooth
Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS), was applied to
these data to obtain the surface presented.

Results

COSLIF and SAA

Untreated switchgrass contained approximately 35wt%
cellulose, 22 wt% hemicellulose, and 20 wt% acid-insoluble
lignin. COSLIF conditions were 85% phosphoric acid at
508C for 45min, with 95% ethanol used as the organic

solvent (Sathitsuksanoh et al., 2009, 2010). The COSLIF
pretreatment resulted in decreased hemicellulose (67% removal)
and slightly reduced acid-insoluble lignin (34% removal). SAA
was conducted with a 1:20 solids to liquids loading in 10wt%
aqueous ammonia at 1408C for 14h. Under these conditions,
SAA resulted in a substrate with reduced hemicellulose (42%
removal) and greatly reduced acid-insoluble lignin (74%
removal). As shown in Table I, COSLIF and SAA pretreatments
resulted in similar cellulose contents (approximately 50wt%),
but there were large differences in hemicellulose and lignin
contents. Comparing the compositions of COSLIF- and SAA-
pretreated switchgrass, the largest difference is in lignin content, a
result of the different mechanisms of these pretreatments.

Enzymatic Hydrolysis

For the hydrolysis of COSLIF-treated switchgrass, there was
no statistically significant difference between the cases of
BSA blocking and unblocked substrate at either enzyme
loading (Fig. 2A). Over 80% digestibility was achieved after
12 h at a typical cellulase loading (15 FPUs/g glucan), and
the glucan digestibility increased to 90% final digestibility
after 72 h. For the low cellulase loading (3 FPU/g glucan), the
hydrolysis rate was slower, requiring 24 h to reach >80%
digestibility. The final glucan digestibility was 85%, slightly
less for the lower cellulase loading.

In contrast to the results obtained for COSLIF-pretreated
materials, BSA blocking caused a large increase in the rates
of hydrolysis for SAA-pretreated switchgrass (Fig. 2B). BSA
blocking of SAA-treated substrate resulted in final digest-
ibility increases of 30% at an enzyme loading of 15 FPUs/g
glucan and of 40% for 3 FPUs/g glucan. The final
digestibility for SAA-pretreated switchgrass with 15 FPU/g
glucan was 64% without BSA blocking, and 82% with BSA
blocking. With 3 FPU/g glucan, final digestibility was 42%
without BSA blocking and 58% with BSA blocking. These
large digestibility increases in the presence of BSA suggest
that a large negative effect is caused by an adsorptive lignin
fraction that remained following SAA pretreatment.

Supramolecular Structures

A qualitative assessment of the substrates was conducted
using SEM microscopy. Figure 3 shows clear cell wall
structures in the untreated switchgrass. Vascular bundles
and parenchyma are observed in cross-section (A), and
closer magnification reveals a complex ordered structure

Table I. Comparison of untreated, SAA-treated, and COSLIF-treated switchgrass compositions.

Sample
Cellulose
(wt%)

% Cellulose
removal

XMG
(wt%)

% XMG
removal

AIL
(wt%)

% AIL
removal

% Mass
loss

None 34.9# 0.3 — 21.6# 0.8 — 20.2# 0.5 — —
COSLIF 47.3# 1.1 26.9# 0.4 12.4# 0.6 66.6# 2.1 24.6# 1.0 34.2# 3.9 46.0# 1.9
SAA 50.5# 1.0 24.6# 1.6 23.9# 0.7 42.4# 1.1 10.0# 0.3 74.4# 0.9 49.1# 3.0

XMG, xylan, mannan, and galactan; AIL, acid-insoluble lignin.
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that has been cut open by the milling process (B). This
surface is broken significantly by SAA (Fig. 3C andD), resulting
in a delignified structure with a different supramolecular
structure than the untreated material. Much different pictures
are observed after COSLIF. In Figure 3E and F, the fibril
structure is completely disrupted. The difference in ordered
structures apparent in these micrographs is in good agreement
with the expected results of these pretreatments (Fig. 1).

Quantitative Cellulose Accessibility Assay

A quantitative measure of the total substrate accessibility to
cellulase (TSAC) and the cellulose accessibility to cellulase

(CAC) were determined with the TGC fusion protein
adsorption assay (Hong et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2009a).
Figure 4 shows schemes of TGC protein components (A),
the TSAC assay (B), and the CAC assay (C). For both TSAC
and CAC, COSLIF caused a much greater increase than SAA
(Table II). SAA increased CAC by 1.4-fold compared to
untreated switchgrass (0.49! 0.049m2/g biomass), whereas
COSLIF increased CAC by 16-fold. Non-cellulose accessi-
bility to cellulase (NCAC) also increased to a much greater
extent for COSLIF-pretreated substrate (twofold increase)
than for SAA-pretreated material (8% increase). Since
NCAC primarily represented lignin binding sites, this
surprising result means that although lignin accessibility was
much higher after COSLIF, the relatively small amount of
lignin accessible after SAA was responsible for the large
negative effect seen in the hydrolysis results. Furthermore,
although SAA under the conditions tested removed a large
fraction of the lignin portion, the lignin accessibility
(NCAC) increased slightly compared to the untreated case,
suggesting that the lignin remaining after SAA was more

Figure 2. COSLIF-pretreated (A) and SAA-pretreated (B) switchgrass at stan-
dard and low enzyme loadings, with and without BSA blocking. In these graphs circles
represent a standard enzyme loading (15 FPU/g glucan), and triangles represent a low
enzyme loading (3 FPU/g glucan). All hydrolysis runs were supplemented with 10 U b-
glucosidase. Solid data points represent hydrolysis conducted without BSA, and open
data points represent hydrolysis conducted after BSA blocking. Error bars represent
one standard deviation.

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of untreated (A and B), SAA-treated (C and D) and
COSLIF-treated (E and F) switchgrass. Magnification of samples A, C, and E is
approximately 350", while magnification was increased to approximately 3,000"
for B, D, and F. In the untreated material (A), vascular bundles and parenchyma are
highlighted with the upper and lower arrows, respectively.
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evenly distributed, with a much higher surface area to
volume ratio than the untreated case.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Crystallinity Comparison

The XRD spectrum of untreated switchgrass reveals three
peaks, corresponding to (1 0 1), (0 0 2), and (0 4 0) lattice
planes (Fig. 5). SAA-pretreated materials retained the same
three peaks as untreated switchgrass, while COSLIF-
pretreated switchgrass effectively eliminated (1 0 1) and
(0 4 0) peaks, while broadening and greatly reducing the
(0 0 2) peak. Several procedures are available for calculating
the crystallinity index, CrI, from XRD spectra, and these
methods can give significantly differing, sometimes con-
flicting results (Thygesen et al., 2005). Two commonly used
methods were employed. The Segal method, which
compares peak height (Segal et al., 1959), is the most
commonly used method, although it gives CrI indices higher
than other methods (Park et al., 2009). In the peak
deconvolution method, the XRD spectrum is first compu-
tationally separated into component peaks. CrI is then
determined by taking the ratio of crystalline peak area to
total area (Park et al., 2010). Qualitatively from the XRD
diffractograms, SAA had a much less drastic effect on
crystallinity than COSLIF. However, after SAA it was unclear

whether biomass crystallinity increased or decreased, due to
conflicting results provided by the two methods employed.
COSLIF resulted in a clear and drastic decrease in CrI, as
expected due to the complete dissolution of biomass during
this pretreatment.

Discussion

Despite retaining a large lignin fraction, COSLIF-treated
substrate was found to have greatly increased cellulose
accessibility, resulting in rapid hydrolysis rates. In contrast,
SAA removed large amounts of lignin, while causing a mild
increase in cellulose accessibility and slower hydrolysis rates.
Addition of BSA prior to hydrolysis caused a large increase
in the final digestibility of SAA-treated substrate, but did not
impact COSLIF-treated material.

Based on the larger lignin content and increased NCAC
observed after COSLIF pretreatment, a corresponding increase
in digestibility following pre-hydrolysis BSA blocking might
be expected, but such an increase was not observed. On the
contrary, SAA-treated material exhibited strong negative
effects due to lignin, despite drastically reduced lignin content
and a very modest NCAC increase. Several factors may explain
this apparently contradictory connection between lower lignin
accessibility and higher lignin inhibition. One explanation
may be that ammonia or the high level of delignification
affected the cellulose structure. Zhu et al. (2008) suggested that
delignification beyond about 50% might result in cellulose
pore collapse, causing a decrease in cellulose accessibility.
Another explanation may be different lignin properties after
different pretreatments. Kumar and Wyman (2009) showed
that lignin from acidic pretreatments had a significantly lower

Figure 4. Thioredoxin–GFP–CBM fusion protein schematic, with TGC proteins
represented in green and BSA proteins in blue. The TGC protein is similar in size to
T. reesei EG1 (A). To determine total substrate accessibility to cellulase (TSAC), TGC
equilibration is conducted without BSA (B). When BSA blocking is used prior to TGC
equilibration, cellulose accessibility to cellulase (CAC) may be determined (C).
Cellulose surfaces (110 face) susceptible to cellulase binding are highlighted in red.

Table II. TGC adsorption-based substrate accessibility to cellulase.

Pretreatment
TSAC

(m2/g biomass)
CAC

(m2/g biomass)
NCAC

(m2/g biomass)

None 1.27! 0.08 0.49! 0.05 0.77! 0.09
COSLIF 9.6! 0.6 8.0! 1.1 1.6! 1.3
SAA 1.51! 0.04 0.68! 0.04 0.83! 0.06

Figure 5. XRD diffraction spectra for untreated, COSLIF, and SAA switchgrass
samples. The major peak seen for all three samples is the (0 0 2) peak, used for peak
height-based CrI determination. (1 0 1) and (0 4 0) peaks are also apparent for untreated
and SAA samples.
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inhibitory effect than lignin resulting from basic pretreat-
ments. The basic conditions used for higher lignin removal
caused a change of lignin chemistry, resulting in a lignin
surface that was more prone to adsorb protein. In addition,
biomass dissolution achieved by COSLIF may result in
lignin clustering, possibly in a manner similar to its
occurrence in dilute acid pretreatment (Donohoe et al.,
2008), which would further limit any inhibitory effect
observed, despite the relatively large lignin content. This
speculation is supported by the fact that while COSLIF
caused a CAC increase of 16-fold, the NCAC increase was
only 2-fold, much lower than expected based on composi-
tional ratio alone.

In addition to the COSLIF-SAA comparison presented
here, an empirical correlation between lignin removal and
cellulose accessibility for 72 h enzymatic glucan digestibility
was developed by combining quantitative accessibility and
delignification data from this study, various other COSLIF
studies (Sathitsuksanoh et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2009a), and
several publications of the Consortium for Applied
Fundamentals and Innovation (CAFI) (Kumar et al.,
2009; Kumar and Wyman, 2009; Wyman et al., 2009). In
order to normalize CAC values for different accessibility
assay conditions (temperature, protein detection method,
etc.), the CAC reading from Avicel was used as a reference
for this study and CAFI’s data. The CAFI-reported values
based on cellulase adsorption were adjusted to the TGC-
based CAC values by a factor of the cellulase adsorption on
the pretreated biomass samples relative to that on Avicel
(Kumar and Wyman, 2009). TableCurve 3D was used to
determine a best fit for these data points (R2! 0.99),
resulting in a surface representation of a variety of
pretreatments, presenting glucan digestibility as a function
of delignification and CAC (Fig. 6).

The substrates used to create this surface include
ammonia recycle percolation (ARP) hybrid poplar, dilute
acid (DA) hybrid poplar, lime hybrid poplar, untreated
Avicel, regenerated amorphous cellulose (RAC), COSLIF
corn stover, DA corn stover, untreated corn stover, COSLIF
switchgrass, SAA switchgrass, untreated switchgrass,
COSLIF bamboo, untreated bamboo, COSLIF common
reed, and untreated common reed. While it was impossible
to logically relate hemicellulose removal, CAC, and glucan
digestibility with this data set (figure not shown), the effect
of lignin removal and CAC on digestibility displayed a clear
trend. Analyzing the effect of lignin removal at low CAC,
Figure 6 shows an increase from "10% to 20% digestibility
(untreated substrates) to "60% digestibility (SAA switch-
grass, Avicel). When CAC is increased, however, even when
little lignin is removed (DA corn stover, COSLIF substrates),
much greater glucan digestibility is enabled, up to 97%
(COSLIF corn stover). This correlation suggests that
increasing the accessibility of the substrate is critical for
achieving high lignocellulose digestibility. Lignin removal is
important for increasing the digestibility of low-CAC
materials, but once high CAC is achieved, removing lignin
is a much less impactful pretreatment objective.

In conclusion, increasing cellulose accessibility was a
more important pretreatment consideration than deligni-
fication for effectively releasing sugars from recalcitrant
lignocellulose at high yield. High levels of delignification
without a significant increase in CAC did not result in a
correspondingly large increase in glucan digestibility. The
COSLIF pretreatment was capable of greatly increasing the
cellulose accessibility of switchgrass, resulting in rapid
digestibility and high final sugar yield, even at low enzyme
loadings. Further pretreatment development efforts are
recommended to focus on increasing substrate accessibility,
the most important factor in enzymatic biomass sacchar-
ification, using low-cost processes.
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Abstract 

Hydrogen, already a globally important commodity chemical, has the potential to become the 

transportation fuel of the future. Technologies such as synthetic pathway biotransformation 

(SyPaB)—the use of 12 purified enzymes to catalyze an unnatural catabolic pathway—enable 

the storage of hydrogen in the form of solids such as glucose. Biohydrogen technologies such as 

this offer a solution to the most pressing challenges to vehicular and bioenergy uses: distributed 

production, minimization of CO2 emissions, and potential low cost, driven by high yield and 

reaction rate. A variety of techniques are currently used for laboratory detection of biohydrogen, 

but the most information is provided by continuous hydrogen sensors. Most such systems 

currently use electrolysis for calibration; here an alternative method, flow calibration, is 

introduced. This system is further demonstrated here with the conversion of glucose to hydrogen 

at a high reaction rate. 

Keywords: Biohydrogen, Synthetic Pathway Biotransformation, Continuous Hydrogen 

Detection  
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A Path Forward for Hydrogen 

Hydrogen is currently an important commodity chemical. With a global annual market 

volume of approximately 45 million metric tons per year and a steady increase in demand over 

the last three decades (Lipman 2011), hydrogen is used in oil refining, food production, metal 

treatment, fertilizer production, and for a myriad of other industrial purposes. In addition, 

hydrogen is a target fuel—it is the energy carrier of the hydrogen economy, a vision that seeks to 

greatly increase transportation energy efficiency, eliminate non-point source pollution, and 

minimize greenhouse gas emissions (Ramage and Agrawal 2004).  

Because the current market for hydrogen primarily serves petroleum refining and chemical 

processing industries, 85% of hydrogen is used near its production site (Daugherty 2013). For 

such captive markets, large-scale production by steam-methane reforming (SMR) is by far the 

most economical method. Accordingly, SMR—a process that generates fossil CO2 emissions as 

well as CO contaminants—currently accounts for approximately 90% of hydrogen production 

(Das  and  Veziroǧlu  2001). For future use as a fuel, important goals include high purity, 

distributed hydrogen generation, and maximal use of CO2-free technologies (Ramage and 

Agrawal 2004). Purity is especially important, as proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells 

are poisoned by carbon monoxide. Biohydrogen has the potential to meet these requirements.  

Biohydrogen is available from several biological routes. Microbial production options 

include biophotolysis of water, photodegradation of organic compounds, fermentation, and 

consortia (combining strains specializing in photosynthesis and fermentation) (Hawkes et al. 

2002). With the exception of highly specialized reactor designs that may be difficult to scale 

(Argun and Kargi 2011), systems incorporating photosynthesis are limited by co-production of 

oxygen, inhibiting hydrogenase enzymes, and resulting in low maximal reaction rates (Das and 
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Figure  1.  Synthetic  pathway  biotransformation  (SyPaB)  
depicting  the  pathway  for  conversion  of  glucose  to  
hydrogen  and  carbon  dioxide.  See  Rollin  et  al.  (2013)  for  
pathways  depicting  the  utilization  of  additional  substrates. 

 

Veziroǧlu  2001). Fermentative 

biohydrogen is more promising, 

but the maximum theoretical yield 

is 4 mol H2/mol hexose (the 

Thauer limit), making the substrate 

price requirement prohibitively 

low (Ducat et al. 2011).   

Among the most promising 

new technologies for clean, 

distributed hydrogen is the 

Synthetic Pathway Biotransformation (SyPaB) proposed by Zhang et al. (2007). Based on 

previous work by Woodward (1996; 2000), this study and subsequent work has shown the use of 

purified enzymes from a variety of different hosts (including animal, plant, bacterial and 

archaeal) to catalyze the high yield-conversion of various starting substrates to hydrogen and 

carbon dioxide. A representative pathway is shown in Figure 1. This pathway enables production 

of 12 mol H2/mol glucose, with practical yields over 93% for multiple substrates (Martin del 

Campo et al. 2013; Myung et al. 2013; Ye et al. 2009). The technology also features a 

demonstrated maximum rate of 157 mmol/h/L, on par with the best biohydrogen rates detected 

(Myung et al. 2013). Demonstrated substrates now include starch, cello-oligomers, sucrose, and 

xylose. In this work, we present a custom apparatus for the generation and detection of 

biohydrogen, and demonstrate with the conversion of glucose and polyphosphate to hydrogen. 
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Custom Hydrogen Apparatus  

A system was constructed to study the SyPaB reaction with the following goals: (i) remove 

produced hydrogen with a carrier gas, (ii) ensure constant volume in the bioreactor (prevent 

evaporative loss or gain of condensation), and (iii) accurately detect a range of hydrogen 

concentations, from 1-1000 ppm in real time. A schematic of the system produced is included as 

Figure 2. Our apparatus mimics a similar system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which has 

been described previously in a number of important biohydrogen experiments (Iwuchukwu et al. 

2009; Millsaps et al. 2001; Woodward et al. 1996; Woodward et al. 2000; Ye et al. 2009; Zhang 

2010), with some important changes.  

In this system, ultra-high purity (UHP) nitrogen gas is controlled at a rate of 30mL/min with 

a gas flow controller (SKUW-188427, Aalborg, Orangeburg, NY USA). This carrier gas is first 

humidified by bubbling through de-ionized water, after which it enters the reactor. The 

enzymatic  bioreactor  is  held  at  50˚C  with  a  water  jacket,  controlled  with  a  water  bath  (Neslab  

  

 
Figure  2.  Custom  apparatus  for  SyPaB  hydrogen  detection. 
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RTE-7D1, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA USA). Carrier gas plus generated hydrogen and 

CO2 next pass through a condenser, held at 21˚C by a second water bath. Condenser temperature 

was empirically determined to ensure constant reactor volume. Humidifier, reaction vessel, and 

condenser were custom fabricated out of borosilicate by the Virginia Tech Department of 

Chemistry Glass Shop. 

Hydrogen detection was conducted with a tin-oxide thermal conductivity detector (TCD) 

purchased from Figaro (TGS 821, Figaro USA Inc., Glenview, IL USA). This detector was used 

as an alternative to simple endpoint gas composition determination by gas chromatography, as is 

sometimes used in some biohydrogen studies (Krassen et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2013). Such 

detection methods enable accurate measurement of produced gas, but have the limitation of 

requiring several minutes per sample, preventing the precise measurement of hydrogen 

production in systems of quickly changing hydrogen production rate. Thermal conductivity is 

measured in a TCD by comparing the voltage being transmitted across a reference 

semiconductor with a semiconductor in contact with a sample gas stream. A property of 

hydrogen gas is extremely high thermal conductivity; this property is used to detect the 

concentration of hydrogen in the sample stream. A custom aluminum housing for the TCD was 

manufactured by the Virginia Tech Department of Chemistry. TCD output was routed to a 

computer for data acquisition using a USB-6210 DAQ (National Instruments, Austin, TX USA). 

As opposed to the ORNL hydrogen detection system, where extensive humidity controls 

were employed prior to the tin-oxide hydrogen sensor, we found these components to be 

unnecessary. The key considerations for accurately using a TCD are constant temperature, 

humidity, and pressure (Figaro 2004). Constant humidity was maintained by refilling the 

humidifier before each experiment; detector temperature was held constant by placing the TCD 
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in an oven held at 44-46˚C. Pressure in the hydrogen sensor is important due to the effect it has 

on humidity, temperature, and local hydrogen concentration. Here pressure was maintained at 

slightly below atmospheric by use of a second flow controller at the exhaust. 

In similar systems others have employed electrolysis as a means of calibrating the hydrogen 

detector (Iwuchukwu et al. 2009; Millsaps et al. 2001; Woodward et al. 2000; Ye et al. 2009; 

Zhang et al. 2007). In this calibration method, a precise current is applied to a hoffman apparatus 

or similar electrolysis device, generating H2 and O2 from 1mM KOH. The level of hydrogen 

detected by TCD may then be calculated by relating the voltage displayed (Iwuchukwu et al. 

2009). This method provided consistent results in previous studies, but the accuracy of the 

electrolysis calculation depends on the accuracy of the assumed faradaic efficiency 

(inefficiencies caused by generation of heat and side reactions, including hydrogen peroxide 

generation). Since this efficiency is not easily measured, and varies between electrolysis systems, 

we used a different method: flow calibration. 

Our flow calibration used serial dilution of a UHP hydrogen stream with UHP nitrogen. For 

example, by mixing 300mL/min N2 with 0.3 mL/min H2, a stream of 0.1% hydrogen was 

generated. Varying flow rates of this mixture were then introduced into the reactor, where 

mixing with the carrier gas occurred. Additional gas flow controllers were used as the flow rate 

control points. Using this method, concentrations from below 10 ppm to over 1% hydrogen were 

introduced to the TCD and the output voltage recorded (see Figure 3A). This procedure was 

repeated, and the results were used to build a calibration curve (Figure 3B). The flow calibration 

was repeated bimonthly while experiments were being run. In future experiments where higher 

than 1% hydrogen is to be detected, use of an electrochemical sensor from Hach Ultra Analytics  
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(Loveland, CO USA) is recommended; membrane model 2995A is capable of detecting up to 

100% H2.  

Hydrogen from Glucose via Synthetic Pathway Biotransformation (SyPaB)  

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the custom apparatus, hydrogen was generated from 

glucose. As shown in Figure 1, in this reaction polyphosphate was used as a phosphate moiety 

donor, a reaction catalyzed by polyphosphate glucokinase from Thermobifida fusca (Liao et al. 

2012). This kinase is able to use polyphosphate instead of ATP. The product of this reaction, 

glucose-6-phosphate (g6p), is then oxidized to ribulose-5-phosphate (ru5p) by the action of two 

dehydrogenases, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) and 6-phosphogluconolactone 

(6PGDH), along with the co-reduction of NADP+ to NADPH. Pentose phosphate pathway 

enzymes then convert 6 mol equivalent of ru5p to 5 mol equivalent of g6p. A hydrogenase 

enzyme completes the cascade, converting NADPH plus free protons to H2 and recycled NADP+. 

Equation (1) shows the overall formula for hydrogen production from glucose. 

𝐶 𝐻 𝑂 + 7  𝐻 𝑂 + (𝐻𝑃𝑂 ) → 12  𝐻 + 6  𝐶𝑂 + (𝐻𝑃𝑂 ) + 𝐻 𝑃𝑂   (1) 

 
Figure  3.  Example  flow  calibration  response  curve  (A)  and  calibration  curve  (B). 
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The reaction was carried out in 100mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5), containing 2mM glucose, 

2mM polyphosphate (DP 6), 4mM NADP+, 10mM MgCl2, 0.5mM MnCl2, and 0.5mM thiamine 

pyrophosphate. Enzyme loadings were 10 U G6PDH and 6PGDH, and 1 U of all other enzymes. 

Reactor volume was 1mL. All chemicals used in this reaction were reagent grade or higher and 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) or Fischer Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, 

USA). 

The maximum hydrogen generation rate for this reaction was 8.4 mmol H2 per liter of reactor 

volume per hour (mmol/L/h) (Figure 4). This is over twice the rate observed for previous SyPaB 

studies conducted at the same substrate loading (2mM) and similar enzyme loadings. These cases 

produced maximum rates of 0.44 mmol/L/h from starch (Zhang et al. 2007), 0.72 mmol/L/h from 

g 

  

 
Figure  4.  Hydrogen  detected  using  the  custom  apparatus  during  production  from  glucose  using  a  
synthetic  pathway  biotransformation. 
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g6p (Zhang et al. 2007), 0.48 mmol/L/h from cellobiose (Ye et al. 2009), 3.9 mmol/L/h from 

cellopentose (Ye et al. 2009), 2.2 mmol/L/h from xylose (Martin del Campo et al. 2013), and 3.0 

mmol/L/h from sucrose (Myung et al. 2013). However, a trade-off occurred: with higher rate 

came a lower yield of 68%, compared to over 90% yield for previous studies. These trends hold 

when accounting for different reaction temperatures among these studies. 

Another trend apparent among these results is the shape of the curve. Studies with an 

irreversible phosphorylation reaction (glucose and g6p) as a substrate typically have a sharp peak 

of initial production, followed by low-level H2 production for several hours, such as this study 

and those by Myung et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2007). Substrates with a reversible step 

included in their phosphorylation reaction (i.e. glucan and xylose) tend to have lower initial 

peaks, with a period of intermediate H2 production (Martin del Campo et al. 2013; Ye et al. 

2009; Zhang et al. 2007). Production from sucrose, in which half the hexose substrate contains a 

reversible step, and half of which does not, displays a hybrid profile (Myung et al. 2013). Based 

on this finding, minimal inclusion of reversible phosphorylation reactions in future pathways is 

likely to result in higher reaction rates, in addition to steps such as optimizing the reaction 

mixture and increasing substrate concentration, enzyme concentration, and reactor temperature. 

In summary, a novel system for hydrogen generation and detection was constructed, 

calibrated, and tested. A flow calibration system was used to avoid inaccuracies associated with 

electorylsis-based calibration calculations. Hydrogen generated from glucose represents the first 

time monomer hexose sugars were utilized by a SyPaB reaction. Analysis of the shape of several 

hydrogen production curves suggested that minimization of reversible phosphorylation reactions 

might be an effective means of achieving faster conversion rates. 
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Concerns about the depletion of fossil fuels and accumulation of 

greenhouse gases motivate the use of renewable energy sources and 

enhanced energy utilization efficiencies. Hydrogen is widely 

believed to be one of the best future energy carriers and energy 

storage compounds, especially in the hypothetical hydrogen 

economy, mainly due to higher energy conversion efficiency 

through fuel cells and fewer pollutants generated in end users [1]. 

Also, hydrogen, which is mainly produced from natural gas, is one 

of the most important chemical commodities used for making 

fertilizers and refining liquid transportation fuels [1a, 2].  

Sunlight-driven water splitting for the production of hydrogen 

through artificial photosynthesis can be implemented by using 

natural photosynthetic systems [3]; artificial photosynthetic systems 

based on photosensitizers/semiconductors/photocatalysts [4]; and 

their hybrids [5]. Because solar energy is intermittent, broad 

wavelength, low-energy concentration radiation, great challenges 

result from solar energy harvesting, continuous high-efficiency 

conversion under different strength insolation, and gaseous product 

collection from large-surface solar energy harvesting systems [3a]. 

Therefore, technologies for water splitting powered by direct solar 

energy are still far from practical applications [1a, 4b, 6]. 

        Water splitting powered by concentrated biomass sugars is 

promising due to potentially high reaction rates and easy product 

collection. However, natural and metabolically engineered 

hydrogen-producing microorganisms cannot produce high-yield 

hydrogen from sugars, called the Thauer limit (i.e., 4 moles of 

hydrogen per mole of hexose) [3b, 7]. To break the constraints of 

microorganisms, cell-free synthetic enzymatic pathways can be used 

to implement complicated biological reactions by the in vitro 

assembly of numerous (purified) enzymes or cell extracts, a system 

that insulates biocatalyst preparation from product formation in 

space and time. Woodward and his co-workers demonstrated the 

production of 11.6 moles of hydrogen from one mole of glucose-6-

phosphate [8], but high subtrate costs prevented its practical 

application. Later, we proposed the utilization of the 1,4-glycosidic 

bond energy stored between two anhydroglucose units of 

polysaccharides (e.g., starch and cellodextrins) mediated by glucan 

phosphorylases plus recycled phosphate ions for producing glucose-

6-phopshate without costly ATP [9]. As a result, nearly 12 moles of 

hydrogen was produced from each glucose unit of polysaccharides 
[9]. However, one mole of glucose unit per mole of polysaccharides 

cannot be utilized. When the degree of polymerization of 

polysaccharides and oligosaccharides is small, a significant fraction 

of hexose cannot be utilized for hydrogen production.  

       Sucrose is the most abundant disaccharide and approximately 

168 million metric tons was produced from sugarcane, sugar beets, 

sorghum and so on in 2011. Although its price varied greatly by 

several folds in the past 10 years [10], sucrose is among the cheapest 

fermentable sugars, allowing Brazil, for example, to produce a large 

amount of the most cost-competitive ethanol in the world.  

       We designed a synthetic enzymatic pathway for water splitting 

powered by sucrose without the use of ATP (Fig. 1). Instead of 

simple hydrolyss of sucrose by sucrase, sucrose in the presence of 

phosphate is phosphorylated to fructose and glucose-1-phosphate 

mediated by sucrose phosphorylase. Fructose can be isomerized to 

glucose mediated by glucose (xylose) isomerase. To phosphorylate 

glucose without ATP, a polyphosphate-strict glucokinase is used to 

convert glucose to glucose-6-phosphate by transferring a terminal 

phosphate group from polyphosphate [11]. At the same time, glucose-

1-phosphate generated by sucrose phosphorylase is converted to 

glucose-6-phosphate mediated by phosphoglucomutase. As a result, 

one molecule of sucrose can generate two moles of glucose-6-

phosphate at a cost of one phosphoryl group donated from 

polyphosphate. Through two cascade redox enzymes: water and 

glucose-6-phosphate mediated by glucose-6-phosphate 

dehydrogenase and 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, can 

generate two NADPH, ribulose-5-phosphate and one CO2. Then 

ribulose-5-phosphate plus 1/6 water can be regenerated back to 5/6 

glucose-6-phosphate through the non-oxidative pentose phosphate 

pathway and glucogenesis pathway containing 10 enzymes (Fig. 1). 

When the 15 enzymes are put in an aqueous medium containing 

sucrose and polyphosphate in one vessel, fourteen moles of water 

can be catabolically split into 24 moles of dihydrogen and 12 moles 

of CO2, powered by one mole of sucrose as shown the following 

equation: 
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14 H2O (l) + C12H22O11  (aq) + (Pi)n  24 H2 (g) + 12 CO2(g) + 

(Pi)n-1 + Pi 

Figure 1. Synthetic enzymatic pathway for dihydrogen production 

from sucrose, glucose and fructose. The enzymes are #1 SP, sucrose 

phosphorlyase; #2 XI, xylose isomerase; #3 PPGK, polyphosphate 

glucokinase (PPGK); #4 PGM, phosphoglucomutase; #5, G6PDH, 

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase; #6 6PGDH, 6-

phosphogluconate dehydrogenase; #7, RPI, ribose 5-phosphate 

isomerase; #8, Ru5PE, ribulose-5-phosphate 3-epimerase; #9 TK, 

transketolase; #10 TAL, transaldolase; #11 TIM, triose phosphate 

isomerase; #12 ALD, (fructose-bisphosphate) aldolase; #13 FBP, 

fructose bisphosphatase; #14 PGI, phosphoglucose isomerase; and 

#15 H2ase, hydrogenase. Pi and (Pi)n are inorganic phosphate and 

polyphosphate with a degree of polymerization of n. 

       Enzymatic hydrogen generation at elevated temperatures could 

have multiple benefits -- decreasing viscosity of the aqueous 

solution, facilitating mass transfer, decreasing dissolved H2 and CO2 

levels in the aqueous solution to mitigate product inhibition, 

preventing potential microbial contamination, and making use of the 

waste heat from proton exchange membrane fuel cells. However, 

elevating reaction temperature requires intensive efforts in preparing 

the sets of all thermostable enzymes, which were not available 

previously [8-9]. Twelve recombinant thermophilic enzymes were 

expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) and purified through several 

methods (Table S1). Sucrose phosphorylase and xylose isomerase 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and a non-membrane 

hydrogenase was isolated from a hyperthermophilic archaeon 

Pyrococcus furiosus. Four enzymes (i.e., # 7, 8, 11, and 12) were 

purified by using heat precipitation at 80 oC for 20 min; another four 

enzymes (i.e., #5, 6, 9, and 10) were purified by using their His-tag 

on nickel-charged resin; the final four enzymes (i.e., # 3, 4, 13, and 

14) containing a cellulose-binding module (CBM) tag, were purified 

through adsorption on a cellulosic material followed by intein self-

cleavage or ethylene glycol elution.  

            To validate the synthetic pathway for hydrogen production 

from sucrose, the fifteen enzymes (Table S1) were put into a 

bioreactor at 37 oC and 1 atm, where the loading of enzymes #1-5 

was 5 U/mL and that of the other enzymes was 1 U/mL each. When 

the initial sucrose concentration was 2 mM, dihydrogen evolved as 

expected (Fig. 2a). The hydrogen generation rate increased rapidly 

until hour 7.2. The maximum hydrogen rate was 2.98 mmole of H2 

per liter per hour. In a 100-hour batch reaction, the cumulative 

hydrogen yield was 96.7%, i.e., 23.2 mole of dihydrogen per mole 

of sucrose (Fig. 2a). Note: It was important to wash commercial 

sucrose phosphorylase before its use because Sigma sucrose 

phosphorylase contained  a significant amount of sucrose. The 

above experiments demonstrating catabolic water splitting powered 

by sucrose were repeated at least three times. The standard 

deviations of the final hydrogen yields and maximum hydrogen 

rates were less than 3% and 10%, respectively. When the sucrose 

concentration was increased from 2 mM to 10 mM at the same 

enzyme loading at 37oC, the maximum hydrogen reaction rate was 

increased by 2.46 fold to 8.14 mmole/L/h (Fig. 2b). When the 

sucrose concentration increased to 50 mM, the maximum hydrogen 

generation rate was 9.74  mmole/L/h. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2. The profile and yield of dihydrogen generation from 2 mM 

sucrose, 4 mM Pi and 4 mM (Pi)6 at 37 oC (a) and the maximum 

hydrogen generate rate in terms of substrate concentration in a fed-

batch experiment (b). The reaction buffer was composed of 100 mM 

HEPES (pH 7.5), 4 mM NADP+, 0.5 mM thiamine pyrophosphate, 10 

mM MgCl2 and 0.5 mM MnCl2, along with the fifteen enzymes. 

       To further increase hydrogen generation rates, we investigated 

the effects of elevated temperatures, substrate concentration, and 

key enzyme loadings on the maximum hydrogen generation rate as 

predicted previously [12]. When 100 mM glucose-6-phosphate was 

used, the reaction temperature was increased to 60oC because all of 

the recombinant enzymes #5-15 were thermostable at this 

temperature. By using in silico kinetic models [9a, 13], several rate-

limiting enzyme loadings were increased (U/mL): #5 G6PDH, 16; 

#6 6PGDH, 16; #12 ALD, 16; and #15 hydrogenase, 5.6, when the 

loading of the other enzymes increased by 1.6 folds. As shown in 

Fig. 3, the maximum hydrogen rate was increased to 157 mmole/L/h, 

which is among the highest biohydrogen generation rates reported 
[14].  

        Hydrogen production rate, regardless of whether coupled to 

natural or artificial photosynthesis, is essential to industrial scale-up. 

Solar energy is not really free, considering the costs for harvesting, 

conversion, concentration, and collection [15]. The average energy 

density of solar energy is approximately 170 W/m2, and the 

expected achieved solar-energy-to-hydrogen efficiency is 

approximately 10%, regardless of whether this process is driven by 

natural photosynthesis [16] or artificial photosynthesis [4], resulting in 
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a theoretical solar hydrogen generation rate of approximately 17 

W/m2. Although hydrogen can be easily separated from the aqueous 

reaction solution, such low hydrogen generation rates will require 

large areas for practical hydrogen collection, meaning high capital 

investment. Because sucrose produced from plant photosynthesis is 

regarded as a concentrated renewable chemical energy, water 

splitting powered by sucrose or other carbohydrates enables much 

faster reaction rates. The reaction rate of 157 mmole of H2 per hour 

per liter achieved here equals 12.5 W/L, approximately 75 times the 

maximum algae hydrogen rate powered by insolation (assuming 10 

cm water depth for algae cultivation). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The maximum dihydrogen rate from 100 mM glucose-6-

phosphate at 60 oC. The aqueous solution contained 8 mM NADP+,  

0.5 mM thiamine pyrophosphate, 10 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 mM MnCl2, 

along with 11 enzymes (#5-15 in Table S1). 

        Enzymatic hydrogen generation rates have been increased from 

0.21 to 157 mmole of H2 per liter per hour by 750-fold (Table S2). 

They could be accelerated to a level of mole of hydrogen per liter 

per hour by another order of magnitude within next several years [12]. 

Potential approaches include increasing the reaction temperature to 

80oC or even higher, the use of small-size NAD-similar biomimetic 

cofactors for fast mass transfer [17], further optimizing enzyme 

loading and ratios [13], the use of substrate-channeling synthetic 

metabolons [18], and the discovery of more high-activity enzyme 

building blocks (e.g., ALD and TK in this study). High-speed 

hydrogen production powered by sugars independence of 

environmental variations such as sunlight and temperature suggest 

its great potential for large scale industrial production. 

      In summary, high-speed hydrogen generation via catabolic water 

splitting powered by sugars could be a promising approach to 

produce green hydrogen while slow hydrogen generation via direct 

solar splitting of water mediated by algae or developing 

photochemical catalysts could face a serious scale-up challenge. 

Further improvement in enzymatic hydrogen generation rate by 

another order of magnitude, which will be fast enough to meet on-

demand needs of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, could solve the 

problems pertaining to  hydrogen storage, infrastructure, and safety 
[1b]. 

Experimental Section 

All chemicals were regent grade, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO) and Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA), unless otherwise 

noted. Xylose isomerase (G4166) from Streptomyces murinus and 

sucrose phosphorylase (S0937) from Leuconostoc mesenteroides 

were purchased from Sigma. The hydrogenase SH1 from P. furiosus 

was provided by Michael Adams [19]. The other 12 recombinant 

thermoenzymes were produced by E. coli BL21(DE3) and purified 

as suggested in Table S1. 

       The reaction buffer was 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), containing 4 

mM NADP+, 0.5 mM thiamine pyrophosphate, 10 mM MgCl2 and 

0.5 mM MnCl2 unless otherwise noted. The concentrations of 

sucrose, phosphate, and polyphosphate ((Pi)6, sodium 

hexametaphosphate) were 2 mM, 4 mM and 4 mM, respectively, 

unless otherwise noted. The enzyme loadings were added as shown 

in Table S1. 10 mg of immobilized XI per 1 mL of the reaction 

volume was placed in the reaction vessel, followed by addition of all 

enzymes, cofactor, Pi, and (Pi)6. To avoid microbial contamination, 

50 �g/mL of kanamycin was added into the solution. To start the 

reaction, sucrose was added. The reactor was sealed and magnetic 

agitation was started, along with the flow of nitrogen carrier gas at a 

flow rate of 30 mL/min. When the oxygen inside the reactor was 

completely evacuated, hydrogen production started. To increase the 

dihydrogen rate, three different concentrations of sucrose were 

introduced sequentially in the same reactor. Sucrose concentration 

(i.e., 4, 10, and 50 mM) was increased in stages when the maximum 

hydrogen rate was reached. The concentrations of phosphate and 

polyphosphate for 4, 10, and 50 mM sucrose were 4, 10 and 40 mM, 

as well as 4, 10, and 20 mM, respectively. 
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Abstract 

The use of hydrogen as a fuel offers tremendous efficiency and emissions reduction potential, 

but meeting the need for distributed, carbon-neutral, low-cost hydrogen requires new production 

technologies. Synthetic pathway biotransformation (SyPaB) of biomass sugars to hydrogen is a 

promising candidate. Combining the highest practical yield for this conversion with the potential 

for minimal biocatalyst cost, SyPaB uses a cocktail of thermoenzymes to catalyze the complete 

conversion of glucose and xylose to hydrogen and carbon dioxide. In this study, the maximum 

conversion rate was increased using a computational approach, and pretreated biomass was used 

as a substrate directly for the first time. Three types of corn stover (untreated, dilute acid, and 

COSLIF) were used, with COSLIF-pretreated substrate achieving the highest yield and hydrogen 

production rate (3.9 mmol/L/h). An existing kinetic model of SyPaB was updated with new kcat 

values for thermoenzymes and the inclusion of an oxygen inhibition term. Kinetic parameters 

were fit using a genetic algorithm, and a global sensitivity analysis was used to identify the most 

important enzymes to engineer in the future for rate and yield improvements. The model 

successfully predicted an optimal set of enzyme concentrations, which produced hydrogen at a 

rate of 32 mmol/L/h, the highest achieved for the reaction conditions used. 

 

Key words: hydrogen, biomass, synthetic pathway, cell-free metabolic engineering, cell-free 

biosystems, COSLIF, global sensitivity analysis 
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Introduction 

Unlocking the tremendous potential of the hydrogen economy depends on the availability of 

low-cost, distributed hydrogen produced in a carbon-neutral manner. Hydrogen demand for 

conventional applications continues to grow.  The US demand is projected to more than double, 

to 50 million tons, by 2050. Including transportation use, an increase to 150 million tons is 

expected (Daugherty 2013). Current production options are not sufficient; when distribution and 

infrastructure costs are considered, the predominant technology (steam methane reforming) is 

prohibitively expensive. Electrolysis is scalable and potentially renewably powered, but this 

technology is projected to remain expensive. For the vision of a hydrogen economy to become 

reality, the challenge of increasing the current production capacity many-fold while keeping cost 

low and simultaneously reducing greenhouse gas emissions demands new technology (Chapin et 

al. 2013). Biohydrogen offers a potential solution to this challenge. 

 

If produced from cellulosic biomass sugars, biohydrogen has the potential to meet the most 

aggressive scenarios of increased demand. A 2005 report suggested that over one-billion tons of 

dry biomass could be harvested sustainably in the US by 2050 (DOE-USDA 2005).  Subsequent 

studies have largely supported this claim and suggested that farm gate prices of $60/dry ton are 

feasible (DOE 2011; NAS-NAE-NRC 2009; NRC 2011).  This makes the goal of $0.15/kg 

biomass sugar a possible reality (Gonzalez et al. 2011). At this price, a variety of biohydrogen 

production methods have the potential to accommodate some of the increased demand (Argun 

and Kargi 2011; Das and Veziroǧlu 2001; Mueller-Langer et al. 2007), but high yield is a critical 

requirement to optimize production economics. One of the most readily available forms of 

biomass is corn stover, a representative type of easily collected agricultural residue. Corn stover 
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is composed of approximately 35% cellulose and 22% xylan (the main component of 

hemicellulose), which together account for ~86% of biomass sugars. A significant non-sugar 

component is lignin, a polyphenolic compound that accounts for 11-17% of corn stover.  

 

The first challenge is to effectively access cellulosic biomass by overcoming its native 

recalcitrance. Thermochemical technologies achieve this by heating the biomass to over 700˚C, 

but these methods suffer from low yield and high capital cost, among other drawbacks (Mueller-

Langer et al. 2007). The alternative is biological conversion, which requires two steps to produce 

fermentable sugars: (i) pretreatment and (ii) enzymatic hydrolysis. Many pretreatment 

technologies are available and have been reviewed (Elander et al. 2009; Kumar et al. 2009; 

Mosier et al. 2005; Sathitsuksanoh et al. 2013) . One well-studied method is the use of dilute acid 

at high temperature to remove the hemicellulose component and disrupt the lignin structure of 

biomass. This option has been studied exstensively and used in pilot scale studies by the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory since 1996 (Elander et al. 2009; Hsu et al. 1996; Schell et al. 

2003). A more recently developed technology for biomass pretreatment is cellulose solvent- and 

organic solvent-based lignocellulose fractionation (COSLIF).  This technology uses a different 

strategy.  Instead of focusing on the removal of components that limit cellulose hydrolysis, 

COSLIF was designed to prioritize opening the cellulose structure to provide better accessibility 

to hydrolytic cellulase enzymes (Rollin et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2007a; Zhu et al. 2009). COSLIF 

is currently being implemented at pilot scale by Biométhodes SA in Wise, VA. 

 

Once biomass sugars are produced by pretreatment and enzymatic hydrolysis steps, a highly 

efficient means of producing hydrogen is the use of a synthetic pathway biotransformation 
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(SyPaB). This technology combines 11 purified enzymes from the pentose phosphate pathway 

plus phosphorylases and a hydrogenase in one pot to catalyze the complete conversion of a 

variety of sugars to hydrogen and carbon dioxide (Martin del Campo et al. 2013b; Myung et al. 

2013a; Rollin et al. 2013; Ye et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2007b). This synthetic pathway is 

exergonic but endothermic, using ambient heat and water along with sugar substrate to generate 

12 mol H2 per mol glucose, a conversion not found in nature (Zhang 2011). A second potential 

advantage of SyPaB is high weight-based total turnover number (TTNW, kg of product produced 

per kg of catalyst). The most efficient microbial biotransformations achieve TTNW of ~10, but 

TTNW values as high as 106 are possible with stabilized enzymes operating at high temperatures 

(Zhang 2010b). As a result, the catalyst cost in SyPaB has the potential to be a very small 

fraction of the cost of hydrogen produced. In addition, due to low reaction temperature (25-50˚C), 

biocatalyst scalability, and the high energy density afforded by storing hydrogen as 

carbohydrates, small-scale distributed hydrogen production or even on-board vehicular hydrogen 

generation is feasible (Zhang 2009).  

 

Several challenges remain for SyPaB to become a commercially viable source of hydrogen 

production from a carbohydrate substrate: (i) replacement of NADP+ (a thermolabile cofactor) 

with a biomimetic alternative, (ii) enzymes engineered for maximum stability; (iii) use of the 

cheapest available substrate; and (iv) increased overall conversion rate. High yield of hydrogen is 

another important metric that has already been demonstrated for several key substrates (Martin 

del Campo et al. 2013b; Myung et al. 2013a; Ye et al. 2009). The first two challenges, use of 

biomimetic cofactors and stability improvement, may be addressed through enzyme engineering 

and immobilization (Banta et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2010; Myung et al. 2013b; Ye et al. 2010; Ye et 
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al. 2012; You and Zhang 2012). This study addresses the latter two challenges: substrate and 

reaction rate.  

 

A conversion rate of 157 mmol H2/L/h has already been reported in a SyPaB reaction 

(Myung et al. 2013a).  This rate is comparable to the highest observed biological hydrogen 

production rates (Argun and Kargi 2011; Das and Veziroǧlu 2001). Equivalent to 0.3 g/L/h, this 

is also the approximate level required for economical stationary hydrogen production. However, 

rate increase in this case was achieved using an empirical approach involving increases in 

temperature, enzyme loading, and substrate concentration. Model-based engineering of the 

system provides the opportunity for further improvements in performance.  

 

Ye et al. (2009) previously published a kinetic model describing the production of hydrogen 

from glucose-6-phosphate (g6p), cellobiose, and starch using SyPaB. This model was used as a 

basis for further studies of modular reactor design (Ardao and Zeng 2013). However, the model 

described a lower temperature reaction than the current study examined.  This required an update 

of key catalytic rate constants (temperature dependent enzyme kcat values). In this study, kinetic 

parameters were optimized using a genetic algorithm.  Global sensitivity analysis (Campolongo 

and Saltelli 1997; Saltelli et al. 1999) was applied to the model to determine critical enzyme 

levels and maximize H2 production rate while minimizing the total amount of enzymes used. 

 

A genetic algorithm is a method that utilizes the principles of natural selection and random 

mutation to find the best solution in a given parameter space in a stochastic yet efficient manner 

(Holland 1975). Briefly, in this method a population of parameter sets is generated within 
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designated limits. A cycle is then applied, wherein the fitness of each parameter set is tested, a 

gene pool is derived based on fitness, and parameters are recombined and randomly mutated 

(Liepins and Vose 1990). Genetic algorithms are an effective means of solving optimization 

problems not amenable to other approaches.  

 

Sensitivity analysis is defined as the study of how the uncertainty of a model output is 

divided into the the uncertainty of each input (Saltelli et al. 2008).  This procedure is conducted 

by assigning assumed values for all independent variables except one.  The model output is then 

monitored as the remaining independent variables are adjusted across a defined range of possible 

values. When this procedure is applied to each adjustable variable in a system, a measure of the 

relative importance of each variable to the objective function is produced. This approach was 

applied to the first kinetic SyPaB model (Ye et al. 2009). Results suggested that  the rate-limiting 

enzymes were phosphorylases, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH), 6-

phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (6PGDH) and hydrogenase.  As a result the loadings of these 

enzymes were increased in subsequent studies. 

 

Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) differs in the number of conditions checked. Instead of 

assuming a single value for non-target independent variables during sensitivity determination, a 

Monte Carlo method is employed to check a number of different sets of non-target values within 

the chosen parameter space (Ogejo et al. 2010). GSA requires significantly more computational 

resources than traditional sensitivity analysis, but this method provides a much more in-depth 

understanding of the true sensitivities of the system parameters over the complete space of 

interest. 
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 Here, the production of hydrogen directly from pretreated biomass is demonstrated  along 

with the rational improvement of the maximum H2 production rate through the use of a kinetic 

enzymatic model, global sensitivity analysis, and optimization. These important steps forward 

further improve the prospects of distributed, economical biohydrogen generation using SyPaB.   

 

Materials and methods 

Chemicals and strains  

All chemicals were regent grade and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) or 

Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA), unless otherwise noted. Protein expression was conducted 

using E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) in LB medium, with either 100 µg/mL 

ampicillin or 50 ug/mL kanamycin. Xylose isomerase (G4166) from Streptomyces murinus was 

purchased from Sigma. Pyrococcus furiosus Hydrogenase SH1 was provided by Michael W.W. 

Adams (Chandrayan et al. 2012). 

 

Biomass Preparation 

Untreated and dilute acid-pretreated corn stover were provided by the National Renewable 

Energy Lab (NREL, Golden, CO). Dilute sulfuric acid pretreated corn stover was produced in a 

pilot-scale continuous vertical reactor at 190°C, with an acid loading of 0.048 g acid/g dry 

biomass, a 1 min residence time, and a 30% (w/w) total solid loading, using procedures 

discussed elsewhere (Schell et al. 2003). COLSIF was conducted as described previously (Zhang 

et al. 2007a); see Table S1. Glucan and xylan contents of biomass were determined using the 

NREL laboratory analysis procedure for the determination of structural carbohydrates in biomass 
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(Sluiter et al. 2008). Fungal cellulase (Cellic Ctec 2) was generously donated by Novozymes A/S 

(Bagsvaerd, Denmark).  

 

Production and Purification of Recombinant Enzymes   

All enzymes used in this study are listed in Table 1. Expression vectors were incorporated by 

heat shock, and colonies were grown on agar plates with the appropriate antibiotic overnight. 

Robust colonies were chosen for inoculation in 5 mL LB seed cultures and cell growth was 

conducted at 37°C overnight. Seed cultures were used as 1% inoculum in 200 mL LB cultures 

containing 50 µg/mL kanamycin or 100 µg/mL ampicillin. Cultures were incubated at 37˚C in a 

rotary shaker at 250 rpm until absorbance at 600 nm reached 0.6-0.8, at which point protein 

expression was induced by adding isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final 

concentration of 0.01 - 0.1 mM. Expression was conducted at 37°C for 4 h or at 18°C for 20 h. 

Cells were centrifuged at 4°C, washed twice with 50 mM of Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5), and 

resuspended in 15 mL of 30 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5) containing 0.5 M NaCl and 1 mM 

EDTA. Cell lysis was conducted using sonification in an ice bath. Lysate was centrifuged, and 

target proteins were recovered from the supernatant using His-tag purification, CBM-intein self 

cleavage, ethylene glycol elution of CBM-tagged enzyme, or heat treatment. For additional 

purification and enzyme activity assay details see Myung et al. (2013a). See Table 1 for 

abbreviations. 

 

SyPaB Reaction Mixture  

Biomass and g6p conversion experiments were carried out using the enzyme loadings listed 

in Table 1. All enzymes were stored in 50% glycerol at -20°C, except for xylose isomerase,  
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Table 1. Enyzmes used for hydrogen generation from pretreated biomass and g6p.   

Enzyme Abbreviation 
EC 
Number 

Source 
Specific 

Activity at 

50°°°°C  (U/mg) 

Units Used (U/mL reactor volume) 
Reference 

Biomass  
g6p Std. 
Cond. 

g6p 
Optimal 

Polyphosphate 
glucokinase 

PPGK 2.7.1.63 T. fusca 64.6 10 0 0 Liao et al. (2012) 

Xylose isomerase XI 5.3.1.5 S. murinus 1.6 10 0 0 
Martin del Campo et 
al. (2013b) 

Xylulokinase XK 2.7.1.17 T. maritima 22 1 0 0 
Martin del Campo et 
al. (2013a) 

Glucose-6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase 

G6PDH 1.1.1.49 G. stearothermophilus 35 10 1 4.91 Zhu et al. (2012) 

6-phosphoglucanate 
dehydrogenase 

6PGDH 1.1.1.44 M. thermoacetica 16 10 1 2.00 Wang et al. (2009) 

Ribose-5-phospate 
isomerase 

R5PI 5.3.1.6 T. maritima 300 1 1 2.00 Sun et al. (2012) 

Ribulose-5-phosphate 
epimerase 

Ru5PE 5.1.3.1 T. maritima 66 1 1 2.00 Myung et al. (2013a) 

Transketolase TK 2.2.1.1 T. thermophilus 5.25 1 1 2.00 Myung et al. (2013a) 
Transaldolase TAL 2.2.1.2 T. maritima 3.9 1 1 2.00 Huang et al. (2012) 
Triose phosphate 
isomerase 

TIM 5.3.1.1 T. thermophilus 450 1 1 1.08 Wang et al. (2011) 

Aldolase ALD 4.1.2.13 T. thermophilus 16 1 1 1.41 Myung et al. (2013a) 
Fructose-1,6-
bisphosphatase 

FBP 3.1.3.11 T. maritima 6 1 1 1.96 Myung et al. (2010) 

Phosphoglucomutase PGI 5.3.1.9 C. thermocellum 950 1 1 2.00 Myung et al. (2011) 

Hydrogenase H2ase 1.12.99.6 P. furiosus 0.78a 1 1 2.00 

Chandrayan et al. 
(2012) and 
Kuchenreuther et al. 
(2010) 

Cellic Ctec2 Cellulase Ctec2 n/a n/a 120.5b 
15 FPU/ g 

glucan 
0 0 

Cannella et al. (2012) 
and Novozymes 
Bioenergy (2010) 

 
a NADP+-based activity. MV-based specific activity at this temperature is ~112U/mg (Chandrayan et al. 2012). 
b Units here are FPU/mL instead of U/mg. 
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which was stored at 4°C. To prepare for the reaction, appropriate volumes of each purified 

enzyme were combined and diluted to 0.1% glycerol with the addition of 20 mM HEPES buffer 

(pH 7.0), then reconcentrated with 10,000 MWCO Amicon centrifuge filters from Millipore 

(Billerica, MA). Final reaction buffer was adjusted to100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), containing 4 

mM NADP+, 0.5 mM thyamine pyrophosphate, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM MnCl2. and  4 mM 

polyphosphate ((Pi)6, sodium hexametaphosphate). A total of 28 mg of immobilized XI per 1 mL 

of the reaction volume were placed in the reaction vessel, followed by addition of all enzymes 

plus final reaction buffer. To protect against microbial growth, 50 µg/mL of kanimycin was 

added. Substrate (biomass or g6p) was added to start the reaction. Pretreated biomass was added 

as a slurry, untreated as a freeze-dried powder, and g6p in solution. All reactions were conducted 

at an end substrate concentration of 2 mM (g6p) or a loading of approximately equivalent 

theoretical hydrogen yield of 2mM glucose, for pretreated biomass. The reactor was sealed and 

the solution was agitated with a magnetic stir bar. Temperature, carrier gas flow rate, and 

hydrogen signal were monitored continuiously throughout all experiments.   

 

System for Hydrogen Detection 

Experiments were conducted in a continuous flow system purged with 30 mL/min ultrapure 

nitrogen (Airgas) (Rollin et al. 2013). Hydrogen evolution was detected with a tin oxide thermal 

conductivity sensor (Figaro TGS 822, Osaka, Japan) previously calibrated with in-line flow 

controllers and ultrapure hydrogen (Airgas)—see Rollin et al. (Rollin et al. 2013) for more detail. 

The reactor and condenser were maintained at 50°C and 19°C, respectively, which were 

controlled by recirculation thermal baths of distilled water (Fisher Scientific, Isotemp 

Refrigerated Circulator Bath Model 3016D). Data acquisition was conducted with a DAQ USB-
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6210 (National Instruments Corp., Austin TX) and analyzed by LabView SignalExpress 2009 

(National Instruments Corp., Austin TX).  

 

Kinetic Model, Genetic Optimization, and Global Sensitivity Analysis 

The kinetic model used here was originally developed by Ye et al. (Ye et al. 2009). Model 

updates for this study include the addition of competitive inhibition of hydrogenase by oxygen 

and updated kinetic parameters (see Table S2). New kinetic parameters were calculated by 

minimizing the difference between 13 sets of experimental data and simulated  hydrogen 

production under the same respective conditions. Experimental runs were conducted with a 

loading of 1 U/mL reactor volume (standard conditions), as well as each of the following 

separate variations: 10 U/mL G6PDH, 2 U/mL hydrogenase, 2 U/mL R5PI, 2 U/mLRu5PE, 2 

U/mL TAL, 2 U/mL TIM, 2 U/mL ALD, and 30% G6PDH (in this last case, this translates to 3.3 

U/mL G6PDH and 0.77 U/mL of all other enzymes). A genetic algorithm was employed to 

determine the best fit. Generations consisted of 30 chromosomes; BLX-α cross-over was used to 

populate new generations (α =0.35, b=1). Twenty-five percent of the population was reproduced 

from each of the following: the elite set, by the first operator, by the non-uniform random 

mutation, and randomly. The genetic algorithm was run for 1000 generations, which was more 

than sufficient to achieve convergence. Examples of MATLAB functions used in this study are 

included in Appendix C. 

 

In global sensitivity analysis (GSA), Monte Carlo simulations are used to calculate model output 

based on inputs from the entire range of possible parameter values. Sensitivity of each input is 

then  is assessed with the use of a variance based method (Ogejo et al. 2010), wherein the 

contribution of each input variable to the total variance of the output is used to estimate global 
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sensitivity. The advantage of this method over relative senstitivity analysis is the determination 

of interaction between output and inputs over the entire parameter range. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Pathway for the enzymatic conversion of biomass to hydrogen and CO2. 
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Results 

Conversion to hydrogen and carbon dioxide was catalyzed by the pathway shown in Figure 1. 

This cascade may be broken down to four sub-sections: (i) hydrolysis of cellulose and xylan to 

glucose and xylose, respectively; (ii) phosphorylation of monomer sugars with polyphosphate; 

(iii) production of reduced cofactors and subsequently hydrogen by two dehydrogenases and a 

hydrogenase; and (iv) recycle of 5-carbon phosphorylated sugars to glucose-6-phosphate, 

through the pentose phosphate pathway. Overall equations for hydrogen production from glucose 

and xylose are: 

 + 7 +  → 12 + 6 +  +  (1) 

 + 6 +  → 10 + 5 +  +   (2) 

 

Proof of concept experiments were conducted for the production of hydrogen from untreated 

corn stover, COSLIF-pretreated corn stover, and dilute acid-pretreated corn stover (Figure 2A,B, 

and C). Figure 2D shows the first 10 hours of the reaction for three substrates and the negative 

control.  Some hydrogen production occurred due to sugar contamination in the immobilized 

commercial enzyme XI, but the effect compared to the reactions of interest is negligible. 

Maximum hydrogen production rates and yields were (i) 0.71 mmol/L/h and 27% for untreated, 

(ii) 2.1 mmol/L/h and 32% for DA-treated, and (iii) 3.7 mmol/L/h and 70% for COSLIF-treated 

corn stover, respectively. 
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Figure 2. SyPaB conversion of COSLIF (A), DA (B), and untreated (C) biomass. Hydrogen 

production rate (mmol/L/h) shown in solid lines (left axis), glucan conversion in dashed lines 

(right axis). Side-by-side comparison of first 10h of each reaction and negative control (D). 
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Hydrogen evolution patterns were similar for all types of biomass.  Greater production rates 

from more accessible sugars was accompanied by slower production rates from the more 

recalcitrant substrates. The apparent two-phase nature of the system was especially noticeable in 

untreated and COSLIF-pretreated biomass. The corresponding yield for the initial region 

corresponds to the xylan fraction consumed plus the cellulose digestion that would be expected 

over the first four hours, for all three cases.  This is reported in Table 2. This trend was only 

observed, however, when a low cellulase loading (~3FPU/g glucan) case was assumed. In 

addition, from Figure 2 it is apparent that the reactivity of COSLIF-pretreated material was much 

larger than that of dilute acid-treated or untreated samples. This trend is characteristic of 

comparison studies conducted at low cellulase loadings (Rollin et al. 2011; Sathitsuksanoh et al. 

2010; Sathitsuksanoh et al. 2009; Zhu et al. 2009). Based on the Cellic Ctec2 technical note, the 

amount of enzyme used should have resulted in 15 FPU/g glucan after taking into account 95% 

inactivation due to operation at pH 7.5 (two units above the cellulase optimum) (Novozymes 

2010). This apparent discrepancy suggests that the Ctec2 activity decrease at pH 7.5 was even 

greater than the 95% reduction reported under the conditions used here.  

 

Key metrics for the improvement of this pathway are rate, yield, and minimization of enzyme 

used. In order to probe more deeply into the rate-limiting steps, a kinetic model of a simplified 

pathway, consisting of only sub-sections (iii) and (iv) (the pentose phosphate pathway and 

hydrogenation, not hydrolysis and phosphorylation) was used to investigate the effect of the 

concentration of each enzyme on yield and maximum hydrogen production rate. The kinetic 

model previously developed for this system was originally used to describe mesophilic enzymes 

reacting at room temperature, built with a set of modified Michaelis-Menten equations (see  
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 Table 2. Digestibility-based yield predictions and experimental results for high-rate period of 

hydrogen generation, the first four hours. Expected glucan digestibility was estimated based on 

the ratio of 4h vs. 72h digestibility for various pretreatments obtained from the literature 

(Rollin et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2007a; Zhu et al. 2009). Xylan digestibilty was assumed to be 

50% at the four hour timepoint, based on the findings of Kumar and Wyman (Kumar and 

Wyman 2009). Although a standard cellulase loading was applied in these experiments, the 

system behaved more like the low loading case. 

 

Assumed Cellulase Loading 
Low Cellulase  

(~3-5 FPU/g glucan) 
Standard Cellulase  
(15 FPU/g glucan) 

Pretreatment Untreated DA COSLIF Untreated DA COSLIF 

Glucan 
Percent of final 

digestibility at 4h 30%* 47% 53% 39% 52% 78% 

H2 Equivalent (µmol) 1.80 3.18 7.39 2.35 3.47 10.86 

Xylan 
Percent of final 

digestibility at 4h 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 

H2 Equivalent (µmol) 0.3987 0.0454 0.0447 0.3987 0.0454 0.0447 

Predicted H2 production at 4h 2.203 3.225 7.438 2.752 3.513 10.91 

Experimental H2 at 4h (µmol) 1.722 3.244 7.529 1.722 3.244 7.529 

Percent Difference 21.8% 0.6% 1.2% 37.4% 7.7% 31.0% 

 

* Assumed value - scaled down from higher cellulase loading based on trend seen for COSLIF and DA.  
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Table S2). In order to update the model for reaction at 50°C with thermophilic enzymes, Vmax 

parameters were updated. Vmax is the product of kcat, the enzyme turnover number, and [E], the 

enzyme concentration. For the purposes of this discussion these separate terms will be used. 

Variation of equilibrium and inhibition constants (KM and KI, respectively) due to temperature 

was not considered in this study. Additionally, a term for oxygen inhibition was added, as this 

was determined to be a significant factor here due to the experimental procedure used. The 

updated rate expression for hydrogenase includes one additional term, ,: 

 =


∗














,







,












,







 (3) 

Thirteen data sets were used to develop the 12 updated kcat parameters and new inhibition 

term.  Note that eleven enzymes require 12 kcat parameters, since transketolase catalyzes two 

different reactions in the pathway. A genetic algorithm was used to fit the model to experimental 

data sets. After approximately 1,000 iterations, an acceptable fit to experimental data was found.  

Results of the kinetic parameter optimization are shown in Figure 3. Updated parameters are 

included in Table S1. An Arrhenius equation-based rule of thumb for enzyme kinetics is that a 

10°C temperature increase will typically double reaction rate (and therefore turnover number), 

the Q10 effect (Wolfenden et al. 1999; Zhang 2010a) . However, given the other complex factors 

also affecting enzyme-catalyzed reaction rate (mass transport, enzyme inactivation, substrate 

degradation, etc.) and the use of enzymes from different hosts, the updated kcat values given here 

appear reasonable.  
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Figure 3. Updated model fit of experimental data (conversion of 2mM g6p to hydrogen).  
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 With an updated model capable of 

describing a range of different enzyme 

loadings, global sensitivity analyses were 

conducted to determine the most 

important enzyme concentrations for 

maximum rate and maximum yield. The 

results of these analyses are given in 

Table 3. Maximum rate GSA results echo 

the trend observed from a more 

traditional sensitivity analysis conducted 

by Ye et al. (Ye et al. 2009): (i) 

hydrogenase concentration has the greatest impact on maximum rate, (ii) G6PDH concentration 

has the second-greatest impact, (iii) 6PGDH is also relevant, and (iv) the other enzymes are 

relatively unimportant to rate determination. A much different result, however, was found for 

yield-based GSA. In order to better visualize the meaning of the values obtained, an abstracted 

pathway is shown in Figure 4. This pathway represents the same intermediates and pathways 

shown in more detail in Figure 1, with the addition of arrows showing the importance of each 

pathway branch based on normalized GSA results. This finding shows the trade-off between rate 

and yield and will serve as a helpful guide for future enzyme and metabolic engineering efforts. 

 

A simulation study was conducted to determine the optimal percentage of each enzyme on a 

unit basis.  Results are shown in Figure 5. In these simulations, the maximum rate was calculated  

Table 3. Global sensitivity analysis results. S1 is 

the first-order sensitivity index, and ST is the 

total effect index. 

Enzyme Rate-based 
GSA 

Yield-based 
GSA 

S1 ST S1 ST 

G6PDH 0.305 0.418 0.044 0.188 
6PGDH 0.103 0.156 0.056 0.256 
Ru5PE 0.001 0 0.024 0.234 
R5PI 0.001 0 0.024 0.23 
TK 0.001 0 0.05 0.334 
TAL 0.001 0 0.023 0.253 
TIM 0.001 0 0 0.22 
ALD 0.001 0 -0.005 0.001 
FBP 0.001 0 -0.003 0.006 
PGI 0.001 0 0.003 0.097 
H2ase 0.463 0.578 0.143 0.458 
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Figure 4. Abstracted pathway showing relative importance of various pathway branches to maximum hydrogen production rate. 

Line thickness corresponds to relative importance of the pathway. 
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Figure 5. Simulation study to determine the optimal concentration of each enzyme for maximum rate. 
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for each time point, and plotted versus percentage of the labeled enzyme. The balance of the 

enzyme mixture was evenly divided among the other enzymes, on a unit basis. Comparing the 

results with rate-based GSA results, trends of individual enzyme optimum percentage were in 

line with GSA predictions of the extent to which the catalyzed reaction was rate-limiting. While 

most enzymes had optima of less than 5%, G6PDH and Hydrogenase were predicted to require 

the highest proportions for maximum rate. The simulation studies of these two enzymes were 

selected for further comparison to g6p experimental results, in order to validate the updated 

kinetic model. The maximum rates of many experiments were consolidated and divided into 

cases representative of a certain percentage of each of G6PDH or hydrogenase, with the balance 

evenly divided among the other enzymes. As shown in Figure 6, the results validate the updated 

kinetic model as capable of predicting optimal enzyme mixtures.  

 

  

 
Figure 6. Model-predicted optimal enzyme cocktails compared to experimental data for 

G6PDH (A) and hydrogenase (B). (Outliers removed. See Figure S1 for complete data.) 
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As a final step, a genetic algorithm was applied to the updated model to determine an optimal 

enzyme concentration for maximum rate. In order to stay within the regime where the model was 

well-defined, maximum enzyme amounts used in validation runs were used as upper limits. The 

resulting set of enzyme concentrations was lower than some previous total enzyme loadings, but 

simulation suggested this mixture could achieve a maximum rate three times that of the standard 

conditions and twice that of the highest validation run. The set of optimal enzyme concentrations 

is included in Table 1. Experimental results came very close to matching the predicted maximum 

rate (see Figure 7). Differences between experimental and simulated results suggest that 

additional validation runs should be conducted to update non-kcat enzymatic parameters. 

 

  

 

Figure 7. Simulated versus experimental evolution of hydrogen from g6p using an optimized 
enzyme cocktail. 
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Conclusions 

In this study, biohydrogen was produced from a variety of different pretreated materials. 

Cellulose accessibility was found to be important for the direct use of pretreated biomass, due to 

non-ideal cellulase conditions in the bioreactor. In this version of the pathway, cellulose is 

completely converted to glucose before phosphorylation. A more advanced and likely more 

efficient approach for future studies would be more integrated, making use of cello-oligomer 

phosphorylases to reduce the hydrolysis requirement—or alternatively,  the use of separate 

hydrolysis and hydrogen production to mitigate decreased cellulase performance under the 

SyPaB experimental conditions. A kinetic model was updated to accurately describe SyPaB 

production of hydrogen at 50°C, and the importance of each enzyme for maximum rate and yield 

was determined through the use of a global sensitivity analysis. The model was further used to 

develop an optimized enzymatic cocktail capable of doubling maximum rate. Important 

directions for future work can include exploring enzyme optimization on a mass-basis (instead of 

a unit-basis), updating more model parameters in the current model, and integrating co-

immobilized enzymes into the SyPaB reaction, to harness the power of substrate channeling. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions 
 
Summary 

The idea of producing biocommodities using complex cell-free systems is relatively new. 

Questions regarding the cost-effectiveness of such processes remain warranted, as the production 

of low-value, high volume chemicals and fuels has not yet been demonstrated at commercial 

scale—but the enzyme cost, enzyme stability enhancement, and biomimetic cofactor trends all 

indicate that the remaining hurtles can be overcome. Enzymes are not prohibitively expensive. 

At large scale, amylase, protease and cellulase can be produced for as low as $5-10/dry kg 

(Klein!Marcuschamer et al. 2012; You and Zhang 2012). With stable, high activity enzymes, this 

cost accounts for a small fraction of the final product price anyway (Zhang et al. 2010). Enzyme 

thermostability enhancement is now routinely achievable by both rational and directed evolution 

approaches, as is heterogeneous expression of proteins from thermophilic and hyperthermophilic 

hosts (Bawazer et al. 2012; El-Mansi et al. 2006; Kung et al. 2012; McCarthy et al. 2010; Zhang 

2010). Cofactor engineering, while a new branch of enzyme engineering, has seen increasing 

success as well (Banta et al. 2002; Bastian et al. 2011; Ryan et al. 2008; Woodyer et al. 2003; 

Zhang and Zhang 2013). As these challenges are overcome in the following decades, cell-free 

biomanufacturing of biocommodities is likely to become an important approach in industrial 

biotechnology. 

 

In the studies presented here, progress was made on several fronts toward the cell-free 

production of cheap, sustainable hydrogen. COSLIF-pretreated materials are the most easily 

digested form of biomass tested, in both enzymatic hydrolysis and simultaneous saccharification 

and hydrogen production. Scale-up of this process shows that progress is being achieved toward 
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its use for large-scale production of biomass sugars, and the process appears largely feedstock-

agnostic (Rollin et al. 2011; Sathitsuksanoh et al. 2010; Sathitsuksanoh et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 

2007; Zhu et al. 2009), suggesting its potential use in a wide variety of settings. No matter the 

specific pretreatment used, the trend is clear regarding the importance of increasing cellulose 

accessibility to cellulase: accomplishing this is critical for achieving high sugar yield, especially 

when using low cellulase loadings (see Chapter 3, Figure 6).  

 

With the completion of this project, SyPaB hydrogen has now been demonstrated from glucose-

6-phosphate, starch, cellobiose, cellopentose, glucose, xylose, sucrose, and pretreated biomass. 

Empirical adjustments have resulted in very close to theoretical yield (over 96% yield in two 

cases) and a reaction rate of 157 mmol/L/h, 40-fold the previous highest rate. Equivalent to about 

0.3 g/L/h, this rate has been estimated to be sufficient for stationary hydrogen generation at large 

scale. R&D efforts from this point should center on further rational engineering of the system, 

using tools such as kinetic modeling, metabolomics, pathway engineering, and enzyme 

engineering. 

 

Kinetic Modeling 

The next step forward in kinetic modeling of the SyPaB hydrogen system should be further 

improvement of the g6p model. Excellent agreement between experimental and simulated 

hydrogen production at optimum conditions once the genetic algorithm was constrained to the 

range of enzymes the model had been validated for; early, unconstrained optimizations resulted 

in very little model-experimental similarity. Further updating the model’s other parameters 

would thus be an appropriate next step. Maximum reaction rate was the focus of modeling work 
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thus far, but product yield is an equally important and partially competing metric that should be 

examined as well, as indicated from the yield-based global sensitivity analysis results (Chapter 6, 

Figure 4B).  

 

Cell-Free Metabolomics 

Cell-free metabolomics represents another powerful means of understanding and improving 

SyPaB reactions. Preliminary experiments have indicated that separation of major metabolites in 

the system is possible using HPLC with a basic mobile phase with sodium acetate gradient and a 

Dionex CarboPac PA-1 column. Challenges thus far include degradation of some intermediates 

and peak areas several orders of magnitude apart. The current solution to the latter problem is to 

run several different sample dilutions. A manuscript is in preparation for this proof of concept by 

the NSF-sponsored undergraduate student who led the project this past summer under my 

supervision, but with further method development and additional HPLC columns, metabolite 

profiles may eventually be obtained from any point during the reaction, greatly increasing our 

knowledge of rate-limiting steps and any side reactions that may occur. See Appendix D for 

more information. 

 

Enzyme Engineering 

Additional efforts should include additional theromstability enhancement of current proteins 

alongside bioprospecting to discover more thermostable enzymes, with the goal of obtaining a 

set of enzymes with the same optimum temperature as the P. furiosus SHI hydrogenase being 

used in this reaction. As more advanced models and metabolomics techniques identify rate-

limiting steps with greater accuracy, enzyme engineering efforts should also be aimed at activity 
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increases. Additional pathway engineering techniques such as protein chips (where relative 

porportions of pathway enzymes are precisely controlled) serve as an complementary tools 

(Chotani et al. 2000; Jung and Stephanopoulos 2004; Sanford et al. 2002). 

 

Path Forward 

Challenges remain in the path forward for cell-free biomanufacturing and SyPaB hydrogen, but 

known impediments appear solvable. With the proper combination of enzyme engineering, 

system optimization, and scale-up, this technology may one day provide the distributed, low-

cost, and carbon-neutral hydrogen needed to power a sustainable world.  
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Chemicals and strains  

All chemicals were regent grade, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and Fisher 

Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA), unless otherwise noted. Avicel PH105, microcrystalline cellulose, 

was purchased from FMC (Philadelphia, PA). The T. maritima (ATCC 43589) genomic DNA 

was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). E. coli BL21 Star 

(DE3) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) containing a protein expression plasmid was used to produce 

the recombinant protein. Luria-Bertani (LB) medium was used for E. coli cell growth and 

recombinant  protein  expression  supplemented  with  100  μg/mL  ampicillin  or  50  ug/mL  

kanamycin. Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coraville, IA). 

Xylose isomerase (G4166) from Streptomyces murinus and sucrose phosphorylase (S0937) from 

Leuconostoc mesenteroides were purchased from Sigma. Hydrogenase SH1 from Pyrococcus 

furiosus was provided by Dr. Michael Adams (Chandrayan et al. 2012). 

  

Plasmids construction 

The plasmids used are summarized in Table 1. Three new plasmids were prepared for producing 

recombinant ALD, TK and Ru5P. pET20b-ttc-ald, pET20b-ttc-tk, and pET20b-tm-ru5pe, 

expression cassettes containing each gene, were constructed by the newly developed restriction 

enzyme-free, ligase-free and sequence-independent Simple Cloning method (You et al. 2012b). 

The other plasmids were described elsewhere.  

The 918-bp DNA fragment containing the open reading frame (ORF) of the fructose-

bisphosphate aldolase (TTC1414) was amplified by PCR from the genomic DNA of  Thermus 

thermophilus HB27  using a pair of primers (forward primer:5’-TAACT TTAAG AAGGA 

GATAT ACATA TGCTG GTAAC GGGTC TAGAG ATCT-3’; reverse primer: 5’-AGTGG 
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TGGTG GTGGT GGTGC TCGAG AGCCC GCCCC ACGGA GCCGA AAAGC-3’). The 

vector backbone of pET20b was amplified by PCR using a pair of primers (forward primer: 5’-  

GCTTT TCGGC TCCGT GGGGC GGGCT CTCGA GCACC ACCAC CACCA CCACT - 3’; 

reverse primer:5’-AGATC TCTAG ACCCG TTACC AGCAT ATGTA TATCT CCTTC 

TTAAA GTTAA -3’). 

 The 1956 -bp DNA fragment containing the ORF of the transketolase (TTC1896) was 

amplified by PCR from the genomic DNA of  Thermus thermophilus HB27 using a pair of 

primers (forward primer:5’-  TTAAC TTTAA GAAGG AGATA TACAT ATGAA GGAGA 

CGCGG GACCT AGAGA-3’; reverse primer:5’-GATCT CAGTG GTGGT GGTGG TGGTG 

CACCA GGGAG AGGAA GGCCT CCGCC-3’).  The  vector  backbone  of  pET20b  was  

amplified by PCR using a pair of primers (forward primer: 5’-GGCGG AGGCC TTCCT 

CTCCC TGGTG CACCA CCACC ACCAC CACTG AGATC-3’; reverse primer: 5’-TCTCT 

AGGTC CCGCG TCTCC TTCAT ATGTA TATCT CCTTC TTAAA GTTAA-3’). 

The 663-bp DNA fragment containing the open reading frame (ORF) of the ribulose-

phosphate 3-epimerase (TM1718) was amplified by PCR from the genomic DNA of  Thermus 

thermophilus HB27  using a pair of primers (forward primer:5’-TTAAC TTTAA GAAGG 

AGATA TACAT ATGGT GAAAA TAGCA GCTTC AATTC -3’; reverse primer: 5’- AGTGG 

TGGTG GTGGT GGTGC TCGAG GTCAG CAAAT TCCTC TCTTT CCTGT -3’). The vector 

backbone of pET20b was amplified by PCR using a pair of primers (forward primer: 5’-  

ACAGG AAAGA GAGGA ATTTG CTGAC CTCGA GCACC ACCAC CACCA CCACT - 3’; 

reverse primer:5’-GAATT GAAGC TGCTA TTTTC ACCAT ATGTA TATCT CCTTC 

TTAAA GTTAA -3’). The PCR products were purified using the Zymo Research DNA Clean& 

Concentrator Kit (Irvine,CA).Via Simple Cloning technique (You et al. 2012b), the insertion 
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fragment and vector backbone were assembled by prolonged overlap extension PCR, and the 

PCR product was directly transformed into E. coli TOP10 cells, yielding the plasmid pET20b-

ttc-ald, pET20b-ttc-tk, and pET20b-Tm-rpe. Each plasmid was transformed into the strain E. coli 

BL21 (DE3) for protein expression.  

Recombinant protein expression and purification   

For the preparation of recombinant proteins: two hundred milliliters of  LB culture containing 50 

ug/mL of kanimycin or 100 ug/mL of ampicilin in 1-L Erlenmeyer flasks was incubated with a 

rotary shaking rate of 250 rpm at 37 oC. When the absorbance (A600) reached ca. 0.6 - 1.2, 

recombinant protein expression was induced by adding isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside 

(IPTG) (0.01 - 0.1 mM, final concentration). The culture was incubated at 37 oC for 4 h or at 18 

oC for 20 h. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4 oC, washed twice by 50 mM of Tris-

HCl buffer (pH 7.5), and re-suspended in a 15 mL of 30 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5) containing 

0.5 M of NaCl and 1 mM of EDTA. The cell pellets were lysed using a Fisher Scientific Sonic 

Dismembrator Model 500 (5-s pulse on and off, total 360 s, at 20% amplitude) in an ice bath. 

After centrifugation, the target proteins were purified through several methods, such as His-tag 

purification, CBM-intein self cleavage or ethylene glycol elution of CBM-tagged enzyme, and 

heat treatment. The His-tagged proteins G6PDH, 6PGDH, TK, and TAL were purified by Ni-

charged resin (Bio-Rad, Profinity IMAC Ni-Charged Resin). PGM, FBP, PGI, CBM-PPGK were 

purified by intein self cleavage method or ethylene glycol elution from the fusion proteins CBM-

intein-PGM (Wang and Zhang 2010),  CBM-intein-FBP (Myung et al. 2010), CBM-intein-PGI 

(Myung et al. 2011), and CBM-PPGK (Liao et al. 2012), respectively. R5PI, Ru5PE, TIM and 

ALD were purified by heat precipitation at 80oC for 20 min (Sun et al. 2012).  
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Enzyme activity assays  

Thermobifida fusca CBM-PPGK activity was measured based on the generation of 

glucose 6-phophate from polyphosphate and glucose in a 50-mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) 

containing 4 mM MgCl2, 5 mM D-glucose, and 1 mM polyphosphate at 50°C for 5 min (Liao et 

al. 2012). The specific activity of CBM-PPGK was 55 U/mg at 37 oC. 

Clostridium thermocellum PGM activity was measured in a 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 

7.5) containing 5 mM glucose 1-phosphate, 5 mM MgCl2
 and 0.5 mM MnCl2 at 37 oC for 5 min 

(Wang and Zhang 2010). The specific activity of PGM was 260 U/mg at 37 °C. 

Geobacillus stearothermophilus G6PDH activity was measured in 100 mM HEPES 

buffer (pH 7.5) containing 5 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 mM MnCl2, 2 mM glucose 6-phosphate and 

0.67 mM NADP+. The increase in absorbance at 340 nm was measured in 5 min and the specific 

activity was 1.1 U/mg at 37 °C (Zhu et al. 2012).   

Morella thermoacetica 6PGDH activity was measured in a 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) 

containing 2 mM 6-phosphogluconate, 1 mM NADP+, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM MnCl2, at 37°C for 

5 min (Zhu et al. 2012). The reaction product NADPH was measured at 340 nm and the specific 

activity was 15 U/mg. 

T. maritima RPI  activity  was  assayed  by  a  modified  Dische’s  cysteine–carbazole method. 

Its specific activity was 190 U/mg at 37 °C (Sun et al. 2012).  

T. maritima RPE activity was determined on a substrate D-ribulose 5-phosphate as 

described previously (Wang et al. 2011). The specific activity of Ru5PE was 1.42 U/mg at 50 °C.  

Thermus thermophilus TK activity assay was measured on the substrates of D-xylulose 5-

phosphate and D-ribose 5-phosphate. The reactions were carried out in a 50 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5 

buffer containing 0.8 mM D-xylulose 5-phosphate, 0.8 mM D-ribose 5-phosphate, 15 mM 
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MgCl2, 0.03 mM Thiamine pyrophosphate, 0.14 mM NADH, 60 U/mL of TIM and, 20 U/mL of 

glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Wang et al. 2011).  The specific activity of TK was 1.3 

U/mg at 25 oC. 

T. maritima TAL activity assay was carried as reported previously and it has a specific 

activity of 13 U/mg at 37 °C (Huang et al. 2012).  

Thermus thermophilus TIM activity was measured in 100 mM HEPES pH 7.5 containing 

10 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM MnCl2 at 60°C for 5 min containing 2 mM D-glyceraldehyde 3-

phosphate  (You et al. 2012a). The reaction was stopped with HClO4 and neutralized with KOH. 

The product dihydroxyacetone phosphate was measured by using glycerol 3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase in the presence of 0.15 mM NADH at 25 °C (You et al. 2012a). The specific 

activity at these conditions was 870 U/mg at 60 oC.  

T.thermophilus ALD was assayed in n 100 mM HEPES pH 7.5 containing 10 mM MgCl2, 

0.5 mM MnCl2 at 60°C for 5 min with 2mM of D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate in presence of 

TIM, FBP, and PGI. The reaction was stopped with HClO4 and neutralized with KOH (You et al. 

2012a). The product glucose 6-phosphate was analyzed at 37°C with liquid glucose reagent set 

(Pointe scientific). The specific activity of ALD was 36 U/mg at 60 oC.    

T. maritima FBP activity was determined based on the release of phosphate and its 

spectific activity of FBP at 37 °C was 6 U/mg (Myung et al. 2010).  

C. thermocellum PGI activity was assayed at 37 °C in 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) 

containing 10 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 mM MnCl2 with 5 mM fructose 6-phosphate as substrate 

(Myung et al. 2011). After three minutes the reaction was stooped with HClO4 and neutralized 

with KOH. The product glucose 6-phosphate was analyzed at 37°C with liquid glucose reagent 

set (Pointe scientific). The specific activity of PGI at 37 °C was 500 U/mg.  
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Other assays 

Mass concentration of soluble protein was measured by the Bio-Rad modified Bradford protein 

kit with bovine serum albumin as a standard protein. 12-15 % SDS-PAGE was performed in the 

Tris–glycine buffer as described elsewhere. 
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Table S1. Complete list of enzymes and their properties for the loading to generation of dihydrogen from sucrose. 

# Enzymes Enzyme 

catalog 

Source/(ORF)a Plasmid name Purificationb Sp. Act. 

(U/mg) 

Load 

(U/mL) 

Ref. 

1 Sucrose phosphorylase 

(SP) 

EC 2.4.1.7 L. mesenteroides N/A Sigma 45 at 25 °C 

100c at 37 °C 

5 - 

2 Xylose isomerase (XI) EC 5.3.1.5 S.  murinus N/A Sigma 0.35 at 25 °C 

0.80c at 37 °C 

5 - 

3 Polyphosphate 

glucokinase (PPGK) 

EC 2.7.1.63 REE, Tfu1811 pCBM-ppgk CBM-tag 55 at 37 °C 

 

5 (Liao et al. 

2012) 

4 Phosphoglucomutase 

(PGM) 

EC 5.4.2.2 REE, Cthe1265 

 

pCI-cthe-pgm CBM-intein 

self cleavage 

260 at 37 °C 

 

5 (Wang and 

Zhang 2010) 

5. Glucose-6-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (G6PDH) 

EC 1.1.1.49 REE, GsG6PDH 

 

pGsG6PDH  His-tag 

 

11 at 23 °C 

2.9c at 37 °C 

5 (Zhu et al. 

2012) 

6. 6-phosphogluconate 

dehydrogenase (6PGDH) 

EC 1.1.1.44 REE, Moth1283 

 

pET33b-moth-

6pgdh 

His-tag 15 at 37 °C 

 

5 (Wang et al. 

2011) 

7. Ribose-5-phosphate 

isomerase (RPI) 

EC 5.3.1.6 REE,  Tm1080 

 

pET20b-r5pi Heat 

precipitant 

190 at 37 °C 

 

1 (Sun et al. 

2012) 

8 Ribulose-phosphate 3-

epimerase (RPE) 

EC 5.1.3.1 REE, Tm1718 pET20b-tm-rpe 

 

Heat 

precipitant 

1.4 at 50 °C 

0.57c at 37 °C 

1 This study 

9 Transketolase (TK) EC 2.2.1.1 REE, Ttc1896 pET20b-ttc-tk His-tag 1.3 at 25 °C 1 This study 
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3.0c at 37 °C 

10 Transaldolase (TAL) EC 2.2.1.2 REE, Tm0295 pET28a(+)-tal His-tag 13 at 37 °C 

 

1 (Huang et al. 

2012) 

11 Triose phosphate 

isomerase (TIM) 

EC 5.3.1.2 REE, Ttc0581 

 

pET33b-ttc-tim Heat 

precipitant 

870 at 60 °C 

180c at 37 °C 

1 (Wang et al. 

2011) 

12 Fructose-bisphosphate 

aldolase (ALD) 

EC 4.1.2.13 REE, Ttc1414 

 

pET20b-ttc-ald 

 

Heat 

precipitant 

36 at 60 °C 

7.3c at 37 °C 

1 This study 

13 Fructose bisphosphatase 

(FBP) 

EC 3.1.3.11 REE, Tm1415 

 

pCI-tm-fbp CBM-intein 

self cleavage 

6.0 at 37 °C 

 

1 (Myung et al. 

2010) 

14 Phosphoglucose isomerase 

(PGI) 

EC 5.3.1.9 REE, Cthe0217 pCI-ttc-pgi CBM-intein 

self cleavage 

500 at 37 °C 

 

1 (Myung et al. 

2011) 

15 Hydrogen dehydrogenase 

(H2ase) 

EC 1.12.1.3 P. furiosus N/A Strep-tagII 0.5 at 37 oC 1 (Chandrayan 

et al. 2012) 

a. REE, recombinant expression in E. coli; ORF, open reading fragment; Tfu, Thermobifida fusca, , S. cerevisiae, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Cthe, C. 

thermocellum; Ttc, T. thermophilus HB27; Moth, M. thermoacetica; Gs, Geobacillus stearothermophilus 

b. His-tag, purified by His-tag of recombinant protein binding with nickel resin; Sigma, purchased from Sigma; CBM-tage, purification by CBM binding with 

RAC followed by ethylene glycol elution method; CBM-intein, purified by CBM binding with RAC followed by self-cleavage of intein; Strep-tagII, purification 

by the recombinant enzyme containing the Strep-tagII using a StrepTactin column. 

c. Estimated specific activity at 37 °C by the Q10 effect (i.e., most enzymatic reaction rates double every 10 °C increase)
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Appendix B – Supplementary Materials for 

Metabolic Engineering of a Synthetic Enzymatic Pathway for Rate Improvement and 

Utilization of Lignocellulosic Biomass  

Table S1. Composition of untreated and pretreated biomass. 

Pretreatment Glucan Content (%) Xylan Content (%) 
COSLIF 42.4 ± 0.31 4.52 ± 0.90 
DA 69.9 ± 3.7 3.75 ± 0.19 
Untreated 35.5 ± 0.95 22.8 ± 0.57 
* plus or minus one standard deviation 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure S1. Model-predicted optimal enzyme cocktails compared to experimental 
data for hydrogenase (including outliers). 
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Table S2. Updated kinetic parameters for SyPaB model. 

Number Enzyme Parameter 
Original 

Parameter 
Adjusted 

Parameter 
Fold-

change 

1 G6PDH 𝑘  0.0287 0.1536 4.4 

2 

 

𝐾 ,  0.0374 0.0374 0 

3 

 

𝐾 ,  0.0223 0.0223 0 

4 

 

𝐾 ,  0.101 0.101 0 

5 6PGDH 𝑘  0.02 0.3586 17 

6 

 

𝐾 ,  0.274 0.274 0 

7 

 

𝐾 ,  0.032 0.032 0 

8 

 

𝐾 ,  3.37 3.37 0 

9 Ru5PE 𝑘  0.0308 0.4197 13 

10 

 

𝐾 ,  3.075 3.075 0 

11 

 

𝐾  0.25 0.25 0 

12 R5PI 𝑘  0.0163 0.3372 20 

13 

 

𝐾 ,  0.828 0.828 0 

14 

 

𝐾  3.46 3.46 0 

15 TK 𝑘  0.0392 0.6578 16 

16 

 

𝐾  0.994 0.994 0 

17 

 

𝑘  0.0193 8.6788 450 

18 

 

𝐾  10.3 10.3 0 

19 TAL 𝑘  0.0729 104.9063 1400 

20 

 

𝐾  1.2744 1.2744 0 
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Number Enzyme Parameter 
Original 

Parameter 
Adjusted 

Parameter 
Fold-

change 

21 TIM 𝑘  0.0304 0.0304 0 

22 

 

𝐾 ,  1.51 1.51 0 

23 

 

𝐾 ,  3.53 3.53 0 

24 

 

𝐾  0.0543 0.0543 0 

25 ALD 𝑘  0.047 0.047 0 

26 

 

𝐾 ,  0.79 0.79 0 

27 

 

𝐾 ,  1.48 1.48 0 

28 

 

𝐾 ,  6.7 6.7 0 

29 

 

𝐾  0.0241 0.0241 0 

30 FBP 𝑘  0.032 0.0317 0.0094 

31 

 

𝐾 ,  0.0434 0.0434 0 

32 

 

𝐾 ,  0.48 0.48 0 

33 PGI 𝑘  0.0329 12.5213 380 

34 

 

𝐾 ,  0.159 0.159 0 

35 

 

𝐾 ,  0.198 0.198 0 

36 

 

𝐾  6.27 6.27 0 

37 H2ase 𝑘  0.0128 0.401 30 

38 

 

𝐾 ,  1.74 1.74 0 

39 

 

𝐾 ,  0.0589 0.0589 0 

40 

 

𝐾  15.1 15.1 0 

41 

 

𝐾 ,  n/a 31.3575 n/a 
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Equations used for kinetic modeling: 

𝑟 = 𝑟 = 𝑘 [𝐺6𝑃𝐷𝐻][𝑔6𝑝][𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃]

𝐾 , + [𝑔6𝑝] 𝐾 , 1 + [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃]
 

𝑟 = 𝑟 = 𝑘 [6𝑃𝐺𝐷𝐻][6𝑝𝑔][𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃]

𝐾 , + [6𝑝𝑔] 𝐾 , 1 + [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃]
 

𝑟 = 𝑟 =
𝑘 [𝑅𝑢5𝑃𝐸] [𝑟𝑢5𝑝] − [𝑥5𝑝]

𝐾

𝐾 , + [𝑟𝑢5𝑝]  

𝑟 = 𝑟 =
𝑘 [𝑅5𝑃𝐼] [𝑟𝑢5𝑝] − [𝑟5𝑝]

𝐾

𝐾 , + [𝑟𝑢5𝑝]  

𝑟 = 𝑟 = 𝑘 [𝑇𝐾] [𝑥5𝑝][𝑟5𝑝] − [𝑠7𝑝][𝑔3𝑝]
𝐾  

𝑟 = 𝑟 = 𝑘 [𝑇𝐾] [𝑥5𝑝][𝑒4𝑝] − [𝑓6𝑝][𝑔3𝑝]
𝐾  

𝑟 = 𝑟 = 𝑘 [𝑇𝐴𝐿] [𝑠7𝑝][𝑔3𝑝] − [𝑓6𝑝][𝑒4𝑝]
𝐾  

𝑟 = 𝑟 = 𝑘 [𝑇𝐼𝑀] [𝑔3𝑝] − 𝐾 [𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑝]

𝐾 , 1 + [𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑝]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑔3𝑝]
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𝑟 = 𝑟 =
𝑘 [𝐴𝐿𝐷] [𝑔3𝑝][𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑝] − [𝑓𝑑𝑝]

𝐾

𝐾 , 1 + [𝑃 ]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑔3𝑝] 𝐾 , 1 + [𝑃 ]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑝]
 

 

𝑟 = 𝑟 = 𝑘 [𝐹𝐵𝑃]([𝑓𝑑𝑝])

𝐾 , 1 + [𝑃 ]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑓𝑑𝑝]
 

𝑟 = 𝑟 =
𝑘 [𝑃𝐺𝐼] [𝑓6𝑝] − [𝑔6𝑝]

𝐾

𝐾 , 1 + [𝑔6𝑝]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑓6𝑝]
 

 

𝑟 = 𝑟 =
𝑘 [𝐻 𝑎𝑠𝑒] [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻] − [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃]

𝐾

𝐾 , 1 + [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃]
𝐾 ,

1 + [𝑂 ]
𝐾 ,

+ [𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻]
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Appendix C – Example MATLAB Programs for Metabolic Engineering of a Synthetic 
Enzymatic Pathway for Rate Improvement and Utilization of Lignocellulosic Biomass 

Several MATLAB scripts and functions were used to analyze SyPaB data, determine updated 
kinetic modeling parameters, conduct simulation studies of maximum hydrogen production rate 
given varying enzyme concentrations, and determination of a constrained optimal enzyme 
mixture.  Broadly,  these  programs  fall  into  three  categories:  1)  “repack”  functions,  used  to  
analyze SyPaB data and output plots and compressed, comma-separated values (CSV) files; 2) 
genetic algorithms, used to update kinetic parameters and to determine the constrained optimal 
enzyme mixture; and 3) simulation study programs, in which enzyme concentrations are adjusted 
in silico to produce plots of the optimal concentration of a given enzyme. One example of each 
of these categories of MATLAB program follows. 

1. Example Repack Function  

function repack (txtfile,compression_factor,reactor_vol) 
  
% This function reads in an array of text files and plots signals from the  
% hydrogen detector and co2 detector. 
% Format is: repack ({'example1' 'example2' ... 'exampleX'}, compression  
% factor, reactor vol) 
% txtfile is a vector of files to be repacked, located in an active 
% directory, compression_factor is the number of data points to be 
% averaged for each displayed data point, and reactor_vol is the reactor 
% volume in mL. 
  
% open specified files  
for i=1:length(txtfile) 
    fid_in(i) = fopen (txtfile{i}); 
end 
  
% To create a unique output filename for each run, a date and timestamp are  
% used. 
time=clock; 
d = date; 
out = strcat('multi',txtfile{1},'_',d,'_',num2str(time(4)),  

'-',num2str(time(5)),'-',num2str(time(6),2),'.txt'); 
fid_out = fopen (out, 'a+'); 
  
  
% determine time step 
%dt = textscan(fid_in,'%f','HeaderLines',4); 
% DISABLED - assuming 0.1 sec timestep (good for 1Hz, 10 samples setting) 
  
% obtain data 
h2=0; 
f=0; 
co2=0; 
t=0; 
start_time=zeros(length(txtfile),1); 
start_date=zeros(length(txtfile),3); 
start_datetext=cell(length(txtfile),1); 
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multi_file_index=zeros(length(txtfile),1); 
  
for i=1:length(txtfile) 
    start_text = textscan(fid_in(i),'%s %f %f %f',1, 

'HeaderLines',3,'Delimiter',':, '); 
    start_time(i) = start_text{2}+start_text{3}/60+start_text{4}/3600; 
    start_datetext{i} = start_text{1}; 
    data = textscan(fid_in(i),'%f %f %f %f','HeaderLines',4); 
    h2=[h2; data{1}]; 
    co2=[co2; data{2}]; 
    multi_file_index(i)=length(h2); 
end 
  
f=0; 
 
% gaps between restarts filled in 
% first, start dates are established 
for i=1:length(start_datetext) 
    sdt = start_datetext{i}; 
    sd = textscan(sdt{1},'%f %f %f','Delimiter','/'); 
    start_date(i,:) = [sd{1} sd{2} sd{3}]; 
    if start_date(i,1)>start_date(1,1)   
        %start_date(i,2)=31; %WARNING- ONLY VALID FOR FIRST DAY OF MONTH 
        disp('WARNING: Start and end dates in different months!  Please 

manually reconfigure this function.') 
    end 
end 
  
% start dates zeroed to initial start date 
start_date_calendar=start_date(1,2); 
for i=1:length(txtfile) 
    start_date(i,2)=start_date(i,2)-start_date_calendar; 
end 
  
start1=start_time(1); 
for i=1:length(txtfile) 
    start_time(i)=start_time(i)+24*start_date(i,2)-start1; 
end 
  
  
% time vector is defined (0.1 sec time step) 
t=zeros(length(h2),1); 
ii=1; 
for i=2:length(h2) 
    t(i)=t(i-1)+0.1/3600;  
    if i==multi_file_index(ii)+1 
        t(i)=start_time(ii+1); 
        ii=ii+1; 
    end 
end 
  
  
if compression_factor==1 
h2c =h2; 
co2c=co2; 
tc=t; 
else 
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% compressing data 
condensed_length = floor(length(h2)/compression_factor); 
h2c = zeros(condensed_length,1); 
co2c=h2c; 
tc=h2c; 
for j=1:condensed_length 
    h2c(j)=mean(h2(compression_factor*(j-1)+1:compression_factor*j)); 
    co2c(j)=mean(co2(compression_factor*(j-1)+1:compression_factor*j)); 
    tc(j)=mean(t(compression_factor*(j-1)+1:compression_factor*j)); 
end 
end 
  
  
% converting data from voltage to units 
for k=1:length(h2c) 
    % below two taken from 120424 calibration file 
    co2c(k)=co2c(k)*1963.3+7.6088; % ppm CO2 
  
    % converting ppm co2 into umol/h (given 30mL/min flow rate, 29 deg C,  
    % 1 atm, and ideal gas law). 
    co2c(k)=co2c(k)*30/1000000*60/303/0.082057/(reactor_vol/1000); %mmol/h/L 
  
end 
  
% current version of CO2 data (pre-baseline determination) saved for output 
% file. 
co2c_nonbaselined = co2c; 
  
  
% plotting data: 
  
figure 
plot(tc,co2c,'k') 
%axis([0 max(tc) min(co2c)*0.9 max(co2c)*1.1]); 
ylabel('Carbon Dioxide Concentration (mmol/h/L)') 
xlabel('Time (h)') 
title(txtfile) 
  
figure 
plot(tc,h2c,'r') 
axis([0 max(tc) min(h2c)*0.9 max(h2c)*1.1]); 
ylabel('Hydrogen Concentration (V)') 
xlabel('Time (h)') 
title(txtfile) 
  
  
  
% user prompted for peak and baseline start and end times  
bl_prompt = input('H2 baseline to use? Enter 0 to find the average of a 

plotted region. ') 
  
if bl_prompt == 0 
    bl_start = input('please enter start time of stable hydrogen baseline in 

hours ') 
    bl_end = input('please enter end time of stable hydrogen baseline in 

hours ') 
    % baseline region average determined 
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    for l=1:length(tc) 
        if tc(l) > bl_start 
            index_bls = l; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
    for l=1:length(tc) 
        if tc(l) > bl_end 
            index_ble = l; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
  
    baseline = mean(h2c(index_bls:index_ble)) 
  
else 
    baseline = bl_prompt 
end 
  
peak_start = input('please enter start time of hydrogen peak in hours ') 
peak_end = input('please enter end time of hydrogen peak in hours ') 
  
  
index_pe=0; 
  
% peak region determined 
for m=1:length(tc) 
    if tc(m) > peak_start 
        index_ps = m; 
        break 
    end 
end 
for m=1:length(tc) 
    if tc(m) > peak_end 
        index_pe = m; 
        break 
    end 
end 
if index_pe==0 
    index_pe=length(h2c)-1; 
end 
     
  
% peak area calculated using the trapezoidal method 
% h2c is first baseline-zeroed 
h2c=h2c-baseline; 
  
% hydrogen conc is baseline dependent 
for k=1:length(h2c) 
    % new calibration with oven being used. reactor heated, between 42-44 
    % deg C. Based on file "130623 Hydrogen Calibration Curve" 
    h2c(k) = h2c(k)*14.186+2.5467*(h2c(k))^2;  
     
    % converting ppm h2 into mmol/h (given 30mL/min flow rate, 29 deg C,  
    % 1 atm, and ideal gas law). 
    h2c(k)=h2c(k)*30/1000000*60/303/0.082057; %mmol/h 
end 
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% trapezoidal rule says area = (f(i)+f(i+1))/2 * dt 
% for a scaling of 1:100, dt = 1/360 hours 
A=0; 
  
for n = index_ps:index_pe 
    A_temp = (h2c(n)+h2c(n-1))/2*(tc(n)-tc(n-1)); 
    if A_temp > 0 
        A = A+A_temp; 
    end 
end 
  
% peak area displayed 
disp('hydrogen peak area (mmol) is:') 
disp(A) 
  
% Displaying max H2, and if times are given for beginning and end of peak, 
% area of peak is determined. 
h2c=h2c/(reactor_vol/1000); 
Max_H2 = max(h2c) 
disp('mmol/hr/L') 
  
axis_begin = input('please enter start time for graph (in hours):  '); 
axis_end = input('please enter end time for graph (in hours):  '); 
tc=tc-axis_begin; 
  
figure 
plot(tc,h2c) 
axis([0 axis_end min(h2c)*0.9 max(h2c)*1.1]); 
ylabel('Hydrogen Production (mmol/h/L)') 
xlabel('Time (h)') 
title(txtfile) 
  
 
% Output file written 
csvwrite(out,[tc h2c co2c_nonbaselined]) 
  
fclose('all'); 
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2. Example Genetic Algorithm  
Includes three subroutines: “sypab_mse_adaptive9”  - mean square error calculation, 
“SHg6pp_mod”  – definition of coupled ODE rate equations, and “g6p_parameters” – 
definition of starting kinetic parameters, their limits, and which are adjustable. 

clear all 
global kmm 
 
minmax=-1; % optimization will be minimizing the objective function 
  
% experimental data defined 
tspan=linspace(1,50,51); % 50 min time span used for g6p runs 
g6p_data_adaptive9; % this is an m file that contains averaged g6p data  

% output from a repack function at a compression factor of 600 (1 data  
% point per minute.) 

  
% genetic algorithm parameters defined (RS-suggested values) 
num_chroms=30; 
num_generations=10000; 
reproduced=0.25; %percentage of the elite population that is reporoduced 
operator1=0.25; %percentage of new population produced by first operator 
BLXa=0.35; %alpha of the BLX-a operator 
operator2=0.25; %percentage of new population produced by second operator 
num_b=1; %parameter (b) of non-uniform mutation operator 
rand_gen=0.25; %percentage of new population produced randomly  
 
%check percentages 
if reproduced+operator1+operator2+rand_gen~=1 
    fprintf(['Error. The percentages from reproduction, operator 1, operator 

2, and random generation should add up to 1.' '\n']); 
    return 
end 
  
% this script defines the kinetic parameter vector(kmm) and  its limits 
g6p_parameters 
  
% plotting experimental vs. simulated (with updated kmm) every 50 iterations 
plot_counter = 51; 
  
kcat_record = zeros(length(kmm)+1,num_generations); 
  
chrom_length=length(kmm); 
chrom=zeros(num_chroms,chrom_length); 
chrom(1,:)=kmm; 
  
for i=2:num_chroms 
chrom(i,:)=chrom(1,:); 
     
    for j=1:chrom_length 
        chrom(i,j)=limits(1,j)+rand.*limits(3,j); 
    end 
end 
  
%evaluate all initial chromosomes (first generation) 
generation=1; 
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chrom_result=zeros(num_chroms,1); 
  
for m=1:size(chrom,1) 
     
    %define the data set, run the model, compile results 
    chrom1=chrom(m,:); 
  
    %----------------------------- 
    %*identify the model here* 
    %output of the model should be a variable called "result" 
    kmm=chrom1(1,:); 
    sypab_mse_adaptive9 
    %----------------------------- 
     
chrom_result(m,1)=result; 
end 
  
  
  
%the evaluated chromosomes are now "old" chromosomes with results 
chrom_old=[chrom chrom_result]; 
  
%sort results (mse) in ascending order 
if minmax==1 
    chrom_old=sortrows(chrom_old,-(chrom_length+1)); 
else 
    chrom_old=sortrows(chrom_old,(chrom_length+1)); 
end 
  
%start the loop of the genetic algorithm 
  
while generation<num_generations 
     
    %initiate the new chromosomes variable 
    chrom=zeros(num_chroms,chrom_length); 
     
    %reproduction 
    %elite chromosomes 
    for n=1:ceil(num_chroms.*reproduced); 
        chrom(n,:)=chrom_old(n,1:chrom_length); 
    end 
    n=n+1; 
     
    %operator1: BLX-a crossover (a=0.35) 
    %strategy: (i) choose two of the "reproduced" chromosomes, (ii) perform 

operation and (iii) add them both 
    %to the chrom list. 
     
    while n<num_chroms.*reproduced+num_chroms.*operator1 
         
        %choose the reproduced chromosomes and save them as "temporary" 

chromosomes 
        BLX_temp1=chrom(ceil(rand.*num_chroms.*reproduced),:); 
        BLX_temp2=chrom(ceil(rand.*num_chroms.*reproduced),:); 
         
        %choose the column (gene) to manipulate 
        BLX_col=ceil(rand.*chrom_length); 
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        %BLX-a operators 
        cmax=max(BLX_temp1(1,BLX_col),BLX_temp2(1,BLX_col)); 
        cmin=min(BLX_temp1(1,BLX_col),BLX_temp2(1,BLX_col)); 
         
        Ic=cmax-cmin; 
         
        if Ic==0 
            cmax=cmax+(rand.*0.5.*cmax); 
            cmin=cmin-(rand.*0.5.*cmin); 
            Ic=cmax-cmin; 
        end 
         
        BLX_min=cmin-Ic.*BLXa; 
        BLX_max=cmax+Ic.*BLXa; 
         
        %perform the operation 
        BLX_temp1(1,BLX_col)=BLX_min+rand.*(BLX_max-BLX_min); 
        BLX_temp2(1,BLX_col)=BLX_min+rand.*(BLX_max-BLX_min); 
         
        %check that these are within defined limits.  if not, reset value to 

limit. 
        if BLX_temp1(1,BLX_col)<limits(1,BLX_col) 
            BLX_temp1(1,BLX_col)=limits(1,BLX_col); 
        end 
        if BLX_temp1(1,BLX_col)>limits(2,BLX_col) 
            BLX_temp1(1,BLX_col)=limits(2,BLX_col); 
        end 
        if BLX_temp2(1,BLX_col)<limits(1,BLX_col) 
            BLX_temp2(1,BLX_col)=limits(1,BLX_col); 
        end 
        if BLX_temp2(1,BLX_col)>limits(2,BLX_col) 
            BLX_temp2(1,BLX_col)=limits(2,BLX_col); 
        end 
         
        %insert into the chrom list 
        chrom(n,:)=BLX_temp1; 
        n=n+1; 
        chrom(n,:)=BLX_temp2; 
        n=n+1; 
    end 
     
    %operator2: non-uniform mutation 
     
    while 

n<num_chroms.*reproduced+num_chroms.*operator1+num_chroms.*operator2 
         
        %choose a reproduced chromosomes and save it as "temporary" 

chromosome 
        num_temp1=chrom(ceil(rand.*num_chroms.*reproduced),:); 
         
        %choose the column (gene) to manipulate 
        num_col=ceil(rand.*chrom_length); 
         
        %non-uniform mutation operators and stochastic variables 
        tau=round(rand); 
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        num_y_up=limits(2,num_col)-num_temp1(1,num_col); 
        num_y_down=num_temp1(1,num_col)-limits(1,num_col); 
         
        num_t_up=num_y_up.*(1-rand.^((1-

generation./num_generations).^num_b)); 
        num_t_down=num_y_down.*(1-rand.^((1-

generation./num_generations).^num_b)); 
         
        if tau==0 
            num_temp1(1,num_col)=num_temp1(1,num_col)-num_t_down; 
        else 
            num_temp1(1,num_col)=num_temp1(1,num_col)+num_t_up; 
        end 
         
        %check limits (really not necessary given nature of the mutation) 
        if num_temp1(1,num_col)<limits(1,num_col) 
            num_temp1(1,num_col)=limits(1,num_col); 
        end 
        if num_temp1(1,num_col)>limits(2,num_col) 
            num_temp1(1,num_col)=limits(2,num_col); 
        end 
         
        %insert into chrom list 
        chrom(n,:)=num_temp1; 
        n=n+1; 
    end 
     
    %fill-in the rest of the available chrom spaces with randomly-generated 

chromosomes 
     
    while n<=num_chroms 
         
        %initiate the chromosome 
        chrom(n,:)=zeros(1,chrom_length); 
         
        %generate random genes around limits 
        for j=1:chrom_length 
            chrom(n,j)=limits(1,j)+rand.*limits(3,j); 
        end 
        n=n+1; 
         
    end 
     
    %evaluate all initial chromosomes (this generation) 
    chrom_result=zeros(num_chroms,1); 
     
    for m=1:size(chrom,1) 
         
        chrom1=chrom(m,:); 
         
        %------------------------- 
        %evaluate function as done for generation 1 
        kmm=chrom1(1,:); 
        sypab_mse_adaptive9 
        %----------------------------- 
         
        chrom_result(m,1)=result; 
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    end 
     
     
    %the evaluated chromosomes are now "old" chromosomes with results 
    chrom_old=[]; 
    chrom_old=[chrom chrom_result]; 
     
    %sort results (mse) in ascending order 
    if minmax==1 
        chrom_old=sortrows(chrom_old,-(chrom_length+1)); 
    else 
        chrom_old=sortrows(chrom_old,(chrom_length+1)); 
    end 
     
    % best result for current iteration is plotted 
    plot_counter = plot_counter + 1; 
    if plot_counter > 50 
        kmm=chrom_old(1,:); 
        sypab_mse_adaptive_withplot9 
        plot_counter = 1; 
    end 
         
    kcat_record(:,generation)=chrom_old(1,:); % this matrix saves example 

parameter set for each generation, plus the mse as an additional 
element 

     
    % adaptive limit increase. if within 1% of a limit is reached as part 
    % of three mses, this limit is increased or decreased by 50%.  
    for m=1:size(chrom_old,2)-1 
        if limits(2,m)-chrom_old(1,m) < 0.01*limits(2,m) 
            %fprintf(['warning: element ' num2str(m) ' is close to upper 

limit' '\n']) 
            limit_increase_counter(m)=limit_increase_counter(m)+1; 
        else if chrom_old(1,m)-limits(1,m) < 0.01*limits(1,m) 
            %fprintf(['warning: element ' num2str(m) ' is close to lower 

limit' '\n']) 
            limit_decrease_counter(m)=limit_decrease_counter(m)+1; 
            end 
        end 
         
        if limit_increase_counter(m) > 3 && limits(2,m) < 1000 && 

ismember(m,param_opt) == 1  
            limit_increase_counter(m)=0; 
            limits(2,m)=limits(2,m)*1.5; 
        end 
         
        if limit_decrease_counter(m) > 3 && limits(2,m) > 0.001 && 

ismember(m,param_opt) == 1 
            limit_decrease_counter(m)=0; 
            limits(1,m)=limits(1,m)*0.5; 
        end 
         
    end 
  
     
    %start the new generation 
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    fprintf(['Computing generation ' num2str(generation) ' of ' 
num2str(num_generations) '. Optimum result: ' 
num2str(chrom_old(1,chrom_length+1)) '\n']); 

    generation=generation+1; 
     
    if chrom_old(1,chrom_length+1) < 1e-9 
        break 
    end 
     
end 
  
optimum_chrom=chrom_old(1,1:chrom_length); 
optimum_result=chrom_old(1,chrom_length+1); 
  
fprintf(['Optimum chromosome: ' num2str(optimum_chrom) '\n']); 
fprintf(['Optimum result: ' num2str(optimum_result) '\n']); 
  
fprintf(['Done!' '\n']); 
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Subroutine  “sypab_mse_adaptive9” 

global kmm 
  
CC_inital   =  zeros(16,1)  ; % initial concentration of each component 
CC_inital(1)=  2            ; % initial concentration of g6p, mM 
CC_inital(2)=  4            ; % initial concentration of NADP, mM 
  
tspan=linspace(0,120,121); 
counter=0; 
  
% simulating std cond 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38); 
rh2est=zeros(1,length(tspan)); 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=i; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
TT=tspan(1:length(h2exp_s)); 
  
% peak start shifts of up to 10 min allowed for optimal fit 
mse_s=zeros(10,1); 
mse_3=zeros(10,1); 
mse_h=zeros(10,1); 
mse_5=zeros(10,1); 
mse_6=zeros(10,1); 
mse_7=zeros(10,1); 
mse_8=zeros(10,1); 
mse_9=zeros(10,1); 
mse_10=zeros(10,1); 
mse_11=zeros(10,1); 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_s).^2; 
mse_s(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_smin=min(mse_s); 
  
  
% simulating added #3 
E = [3.3 .77 .77 .77 .77 .77 .77 .77 .77 .77 .77]; 
make_kmm(E); 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
unmake_kmm(E); 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38); 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
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    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=i; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
TT=tspan(1:length(h2exp_s)); 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_3).^2; 
mse_3(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_3min=min(mse_3); 
  
  
% simulating added h2ase g6p 
kmm(37)=kmm(37)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(37)=kmm(37)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_h).^2; 
mse_h(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_hmin=min(mse_h); 
  
  
% simulating added #5 g6p 
kmm(12)=kmm(12)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(12)=kmm(12)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
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data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_5).^2; 
mse_5(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_5min=min(mse_5); 
  
% simulating added #6 g6p 
kmm(9)=kmm(9)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(9)=kmm(9)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_6).^2; 
mse_6(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_6min=min(mse_6); 
  
% simulating added #7 (TAL) g6p 
kmm(19)=kmm(19)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(19)=kmm(19)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_7).^2; 
mse_7(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_7min=min(mse_7); 
  
% simulating added #8 (TK) g6p - kmm(15) and kmm(17) 
kmm(15)=kmm(15)*2; 
kmm(17)=kmm(17)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(15)=kmm(15)/2; 
kmm(17)=kmm(17)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
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for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_8).^2; 
mse_8(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_8min=min(mse_8); 
  
% simulating added #9 (TIM) g6p 
kmm(21)=kmm(21)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(21)=kmm(21)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_9).^2; 
mse_9(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_9min=min(mse_9); 
  
% simulating added #10 (ALD) g6p 
kmm(25)=kmm(25)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(25)=kmm(25)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_10).^2; 
mse_10(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
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end 
mse_10min=min(mse_10); 
  
% simulating added #11 (FBP) g6p 
kmm(30)=kmm(30)*2; 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
kmm(30)=kmm(30)/2; 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_11).^2; 
mse_11(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_11min=min(mse_11); 
  
% simulating "genetic optimum" 
E = [6.324 2.41 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 

0.0000001 0.0000001 4.87]; 
make_kmm(E); 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
unmake_kmm(E); 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_GO).^2; 
mse_GO(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_GOmin=min(mse_GO); 
  
% simulating "GSA optimum" 
E = [4 0.435 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 

0.0000001 0.0000001 6.565]; 
make_kmm(E); 
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
unmake_kmm(E); 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
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for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
%    counter=1; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
for counter=1:10 
data=zeros(length(h2exp_s)); 
data(:,1)=(rh2est(counter+1:counter+length(h2exp_s))'-h2exp_GSA).^2; 
mse_GSA(counter)=sum(data(:,1)./size(data,1)); 
end 
mse_GSAmin=min(mse_GSA); 
  
  
mses = [mse_smin mse_hmin mse_3min mse_5min mse_6min mse_7min mse_9min 

mse_10min mse_8min mse_11min ];%mse_GOmin mse_GSAmin]; 
  
result=sum(mses); 
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Subroutine  “SHg6pp_mod” 

function dc = SHg6pp_mod(tt,CC) 
  
global kmm 
  
kkm=kmm; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% 
% SHg6p.m 
% 
% a sub-program to simulate the mass flow rate inside an in vitro Synthetic 
% Enzymatic Pathway for hydrogen production, 
% 
% Based on previous results, starch was chose as the substrate. Totally  
% thirteen steps was included from starch to hydrogen and CO2. 
%  
% main program: g6pp.m 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% 
  
  
  
rs     =   zeros(1,12)'; % the reaction rate of each step 
  
%-----------------------reaction rates per step---------------------------% 
  
  
% reaction 1, G6P + NADP -> 6PG + NADPH 
% where CC(1)-G6P, CC(2)-NADP, CC(3)-6PG, CC(4)-NADPH 
VM3     =  kkm(1) ; 
g6pK3   =  kkm(2) ; 
nadpK3  =  kkm(3) ; 
nadphKi3=  kkm(4) ; 
  
rs(1)   =  VM3*CC(1)*CC(2)/(CC(1)+g6pK3)/(CC(2)+nadpK3*(1+CC(3)/nadphKi3)) ; 
  
% reaction 2, 6PG +  H2O + NADP+ -> Ru5P + NADPH + CO2 
% where CC(2)-NADP, CC(3)-NADPH, CC(4)-6GP, CC(5)-Ru5P, CC(14)-CO2 
VM4     =  kkm(5) ; 
pgK4    =  kkm(6) ; 
nadpK4  =  kkm(7) ; 
nadphKi4=  kkm(8) ; 
  
rs(2)   =  VM4*CC(4)*CC(2)/(CC(4)+pgK4)/(CC(2)+nadpK4*(1+CC(3)/nadphKi4)) ; 
  
% reaction 3, Ru5P <-> X5P 
% where CC(5)-Ru5P, CC(6)-X5P 
VM5     =  kkm(9) ; 
ruK5    =  kkm(10); 
eK5     =  kkm(11); 
  
rs(3)   =  VM5*(CC(5)-CC(6)/eK5)/(CC(5)+ruK5) ; 
  
% reaction 4, Ru5P -> R5P 
% where CC(5)-Ru5P, CC(7)-R5P 
VM6     =  kkm(12); 
rpK6    =  kkm(13); 
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eK6     =  kkm(14); 
  
rs(4)   =  VM6*(CC(5)-CC(7)/eK6)/(CC(5)+rpK6) ; 
  
% reaction 5,X5P + R5P -> S7P + G3P 
% where CC(6)-X5P,CC(7)-R5P,CC(8)-S7P,CC(9)-G3P 
VM7     =  kkm(15); 
eK7     =  kkm(16); 
  
rs(5)   =  VM7*(CC(6)*CC(7)-CC(8)*CC(9)/eK7) ; 
  
% reaction 6,X5P + E4P -> F6P + G3P 
% where CC(6)-X5P,CC(10)-E4P,CC(11)-F6P,CC(9)-G3P 
VM8     =  kkm(17); 
eK8     =  kkm(18); 
  
rs(6)   =  VM8*(CC(6)*CC(10)-CC(11)*CC(9)/eK8) ; 
  
% reaction 7, S7P + G3P -> F6P + E4P  
% where CC(8)-S7P,CC(9)-G3P,CC(11)-F6P,CC(10)-E4P 
VM9     =  kkm(19); 
eK9     =  kkm(20); 
  
rs(7)   =  VM9*(CC(8)*CC(9)-CC(11)*CC(10)/eK9) ; 
  
% reaction 8, G3P -> DHAP 
% where CC(9)-G3P,CC(12)-DHAP 
VM10    =  kkm(21); 
dhapK10 =  kkm(22); 
gapK10  =  kkm(23); 
eK10    =  kkm(24); 
  
%rs(10) =  VM10*(CC(12)-CC(9)/eK10)/(dhapK10*(1+CC(9)/gapK10)+CC(12)) ; 
rs(8)  =  VM10*(CC(9)-CC(12)*eK10)/(gapK10*(1+CC(12)/dhapK10)+CC(9)) ; 
  
% reaction 9,G3P + DHAP -> FDP 
% where CC(9)-G3P,CC(12)-DHAP,CC(13)-FDP 
VM11    =  kkm(25); 
gapK11  =  kkm(26); 
dhapK11 =  kkm(27); 
piKi11  =  kkm(28); 
eK11    =  kkm(29); 
  
rs(9)  =  VM11*(CC(9)*CC(12)-

CC(13)/eK11)/(gapK11*(1+CC(16)/piKi11)+CC(9))/(dhapK11*(1+CC(16)/piKi11
)+CC(12)) ; 

  
% reaction 10,FDP + H2O -> F6P + Pi 
% where CC(13)-FDP,CC(11)-F6P,CC(16)-Pi 
VM12    =  kkm(30); 
fdpK12  =  kkm(31); 
piKi12  =  kkm(32); 
  
rs(10)  =  VM12*CC(13)/(fdpK12*(1+CC(16)/piKi12)+CC(13)) ; 
  
% reaction 11,F6P -> G6P 
% where CC(11)-F6P, CC(1)-G6P 
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VM13    =  kkm(33); 
f6pK13  =  kkm(34); 
g6pK13  =  kkm(35); 
eK13    =  kkm(36); 
  
rs(11)  =  VM13*(CC(11)-CC(1)/eK13)/(f6pK13*(1+CC(1)/g6pK13)+CC(11)) ; 
  
% reaction 12,NADPH + H+ -> NADP+ + H2 
% where CC(3)-NADPH,CC(2)-NADP,CC(15)-H2 
VM14    =  kkm(37); % 1/min*[Hase], given [Hase]=4586(g/u)/144.5e3=0.03173 
eK14    =  kkm(38); % an initial guess 
nadphK14=  kkm(39); 
nadpKi14=  kkm(40);  
  
  
temp14  = CC(3)-CC(2)/eK14 ; 
if temp14 <= 0 
    rs(12) = 0 ; 
else 
    rs(12) =  VM14*(CC(3)-CC(2)/eK14)/(nadphK14*(1+CC(2)/nadpKi14)+CC(3)) ; 
end 
  
  
%----------------------reaction rates per component-----------------------% 
  
dc(1)   = -rs(1)+rs(11)      ; %g6p 
dc(2)   = rs(12)-rs(1)-rs(2) ; %nadp 
dc(3)   = rs(1)+rs(2)-rs(12) ; %nadph 
dc(4)   = rs(1)-rs(2)        ; %6pg 
dc(5)   = rs(2)-rs(3)-rs(4)  ; %ru5p 
dc(6)   = rs(3)-rs(5)-rs(6)  ; %x5p 
dc(7)   = rs(4)-rs(5)        ; %r5p 
dc(8)   = rs(5)-rs(7)        ; %s7p 
dc(9)   = rs(5)+rs(6)-rs(7)-rs(8)-rs(9); %gap 
dc(10)  = rs(7)-rs(6)        ; %e4p 
dc(11)  = rs(6)+rs(7)+rs(10)-rs(11); %f6p 
dc(12)  = rs(8)-rs(9)        ; %dnap 
dc(13)  = rs(9)-rs(10)       ; %fdp 
dc(14)  = rs(2)              ; %co2 
dc(15)  = rs(12)             ; %h2 
dc(16)  = rs(10)             ; %pi 
  
dc      = dc'                ; 
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Subroutine  “g6p_parameters.m” 

% This file defines a kmm start point and its limits, required by the 
% Genetic Algorithm and by simulations which will use modified versions of 
% this. 
  
% current kmm is result of Vmax-only modification with _g6p6 / _adapative 
% fileset. 
global kmm 
  
kmm = [ 
0.2152  0.0374  0.0223  0.101   0.317500442 0.274   0.032   3.37    
0.369749155 0.828   3.46    0.684447927 3.075   0.25    0.626497401 0.994   
3.556325192 10.3    20.99988873 1.2744  0.000146905 1.51    3.53    0.0543  
0.000750527 0.79    1.48    6.7 0.0241  0.00767246  0.0434  0.48    
7.531754245 0.159   0.198   6.27    0.287744223 1.74    0.0589  15.1]; 
 
if length(kmm)>40 
    kmm=kmm(1:40); 
end 
  
% The following are limits for Vmax manipulation only  
limits(1,:)= [0.028413  0.037026    0.022077    0.09999 0.0198  0.27126 

0.03168 3.3363  0.016137    0.81972 3.4254  0.030492    3.04425 0.2475  
0.038808    0.98406 0.019107    10.197  0.072171    1.261656    
0.030096    1.4949  3.4947  0.053757    0.04653 0.7821  1.4652  6.633   
0.023859    0.03168 0.042966    0.4752  0.032571    0.15741 0.19602 
6.2073  0.012672    1.7226  0.058311    14.949]; 

limits(2,:)= [2.8987    0.037774    0.022523    0.10201 2.02    0.27674 
0.03232 3.4037  1.6463  0.83628 3.4946  3.1108  3.10575 0.2525  3.9592  
1.00394 1.9493  10.403  7.3629  1.287144    3.0704  1.5251  3.5653  
0.054843    4.747   0.7979  1.4948  6.767   0.024341    3.232   
0.043834    0.4848  3.3229  0.16059 0.19998 6.3327  1.2928  1.7574  
0.059489    15.251]; 

  
% limits are adjusted to include currently defined kmm. 
for i=1:length(kmm) 
    if kmm(i)<limits(1,i) 
        limits(1,i) = kmm(i)*.9; 
    else if kmm(i)>limits(2,i) 
            limits(2,i) = kmm(i)*1.1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
limits(3,:)=limits(2,:)-limits(1,:); 
limit_increase_counter=zeros(size(limits,2),1); 
limit_decrease_counter=limit_increase_counter; 
  
  
% This vector lists which variables are adjustable.  
 
param_opt = [1 5 9 12 15 17 19 21 25 30 33 37] 
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3. Example Simulation Study 
Includes  subroutine  “g6p_max_rate_130802.m”  – determination of max rate based on 
input enzyme concentration vector.  

function [out]=sim_study2(enz_number,enz_mix_iter) 
% This function determines the maximum rate for various concentrations of  
% for the optimized parameter set as emailed to RS on 24 July.  
% enz_number is the enzyme to be studied, enz_mix_iter is the number of 
% percentages of this enzyme (from 0 to 100%) to be listed. 
  
global kmm 
  
if enz_number > 11 
disp('Error, enzyme number input is too large.') 
out=0; 
return 
end 
  
  
% Percentages of the enzyme in question 
percentage = linspace(0,100,enz_mix_iter)./100;  
  
M = zeros(1,length(percentage)); 
Vmax_param = [1 5 9 12 15 19 21 25 30 33 37]; 
  
for ii = 1:enz_mix_iter 
  
E = ones(12,1); 
E(11)=5.0635; 
  
for j = 1:length(Vmax_param)-1 
  
if j == enz_number 
% target enzyme is increased to specified percentage 
E(j)=E(j)*percentage(ii)*(11-5.0635); 
else 
% this makes other enzyme concentrations one tenth of the remainder of the 

mix 
E(j)=E(j)*(1-percentage(ii))/10*(11-5.0635); 
end 
end 
M(ii) = g6p_max_rate_130724(E); 
  
end 
  
%figure 
plot(percentage,M) 
ylabel('Max H2 Production Rate (mmol/min/L)') 
xlabel('Amount of Enzyme of Interest in Mix (%)') 
  
% output is the percentage of the enzyme of interest corresponding to the 
% max rate obtained 
[max_i max_j]=find(M==max(M)); 
out=percentage(max_i,max_j); 
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Subroutine  “g6p_max_rate_130802” 
 
function [rmax] = g6p_max_rate_130802(E) 
global kmm 
% this function takes in a vector of 11 enzyme concentrations  
% (enzymes #3-13), and outputs the maximum hydrogen production rate. 
% This function solves the coupled ODEs incuded in SHg6pp.m 
% Here enzyme concentrations are going to be normalized - [E]t will always 
% equal 11. 
 
E=E.*11./sum(E); 
  
tspan       =  linspace(0,50,51) ; % time span 
  
CC_inital   =  zeros(16,1)  ; % initial concentration of each component 
CC_inital(1)=  2            ; % initial concentration of g6p, mM 
CC_inital(2)=  4            ; % initial concentration of NADP, mM 
  
kmm         =  [0.421041139/2   0.0374  0.0223  0.101   0.317500442 0.274   

0.032   3.37    0.369749155 0.828   3.46    0.684447927 3.075   0.25    
0.626497401 0.994   3.556325192 10.3    20.99988873 1.2744  0.000146905 
1.51    3.53    0.0543  0.000750527 0.79    1.48    6.7 0.0241  
0.00767246  0.0434  0.48    7.531754245 0.159   0.198   6.27    
0.287744223 1.74    0.0589  15.1]'; 

  
% next section updates new enzyme concentrations based on input vector 
Vmax_param = [1 5 9 12 15 19 21 25 30 33 37]; % Vmax indices identified 
  
% Vmax values multiplied by enzyme conc. (refecting default value of [E] = 1) 
for i = 1:length(Vmax_param) 
    kmm(Vmax_param(i)) = kmm(Vmax_param(i))*E(i); 
    if Vmax_param(i)==15 
        kmm(17) = kmm(17)*E(i); %accounts for fact that reactions with Vmax 

parameters at indices 15 and 17 are catalyzed by the same enzyme 
    end 
end 
  
[TT,CC]     =  ode15s(@SHg6pp_mod,tspan,CC_inital,[]); 
  
temp         = CC(:,3)-CC(:,2)/kmm(38) ; 
for i        = 1:length(tspan) 
  if temp(i)<= 0 
    rh2est(i)= 0 ; 
  else 
    rh2est(i)= kmm(37)*temp(i)/(kmm(39)*(1+CC(i,2)/kmm(40))+CC(i,3)) ; 
  end 
end 
  
rmax = max(rh2est); % output assigned 
  
% uncomment the below to generate plot of simulation results 
%figure 
%plot(TT,rh2est,'r-') 
%title('release rate of h2') 
%xlabel('time(min)') 
%ylabel('release rate (mmole/h/L)') 
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Appendix D – Metabolomics Assay for the Determination of  
Cell-Free Biotransformation Intermediates  

The goal of cell-free metabolomics is to assay SyPaB reaction intermediates, to provide 

more information about rate-limiting steps, degradation processes, and overall flux of 

metabolites through the enzymatic pathway. This technique will be critical for the use of 

synthetic enzymatic pathways for large-scale production of biocommodities, to ensure high yield 

and maximum reaction rate are being achieved. This appendix shows initial results for a new 

HPLC method for the determination of SyPaB intermediate (phosphorylated sugar) 

concentrations. 

 In this method, experiments were carried out in a continuous flow system containing a 

pump, injector, and desktop computer provided by Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan). A Dionex 

CarboPac PA-1 column was used for sufficient separation of saccharides (Sunnyvale, CA). The 

Decade II electrochemical detector from Antec (Fremont, CA) contained a FlexCell for pulsed 

amperometric detection of analytes. The FlexCell contained a three-electrode configuration with 

a gold working electrode and a HyREF reference electrode (comparable to a standard Ag/AgCl 

reference electrode). Pulsed amperometric detection (PAD) settings for the detector were set as 

follows: E1=+0.05V, E2=+0.75V, E3=-0.15V, t1=400ms, t2=200ms, t3=400ms, ts=100ms, 

Range=5μA.    Mobile  phase  contained  two  eluents; Eluent A was 75mM NaOH and Eluent B was 

75mM NaOH and 500mM Na- Acetate (Groussac et al. 2000).  Eluents were prepared with 

nanopure  water  at  18.2MΩ  resistivity.  To  prevent  contamination from carbon, eluents were 

sparged with helium gas in a 600x44mm PYREX chromatography column with a 40-60μm  

coarse fritted disc. A gradient method was implemented for the Na-Acetate eluent for a total of 

40 minutes per sample. Eluent B was increased from 0-300mM between 0 and 2.5 minutes, to 

500mM for 2.5-25 minutes, held at this concentration for 5 minutes. Eluent B was returned to 
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initial conditions between 30 and 35 minutes and held at initial conditions for an additional 5 

minutes. The flow rate for the eluents was set to 1mL/min. A mixed sugar standard was run that 

contained the  following  concentrations:  12.5μM  g6p, 12.5μM  f6p, 7.5μM   r5p, 0.5mM fdp, and 

0.5mM 6pg (Figure 1A). Endpoint samples from g6p SyPaB runs (for SyPaB experimental 

details see Chapter 6) were used at a 2-fold dilution, after acidification to 1% with 10% (w/v) 

H2SO4, followed by neutralization with 4N NaOH and centrifugation (Figure 1B). Additional 

dilutions were also run, in order to determine the maxed-out peaks seen in Figure 1B (data not 

shown). 
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Figure 1. Example chromatographs of a mixed phosphorylated sugar standard (A) and a SyPaB reaction endpoint sample (B). 


